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Stenneimnfe Gaietti,

gun to his shoulder—and at that instant the
soldier fell to the ground—the ball whistled
its deadly music over his head. The soldier
lay motionless. The Indian uttered the
dreadful yell which signifies the death of an
enemy, and drawing the bloody scalping
knife, (but forgetting to re-load his piece,) ad
vanced, with hasty strides, thirstirig for mur
der, and anticipating the reward for the
scalp. The soldier, motionless permitted
him to approach within ten paces ; he then,
with the utmost composure, sprung upon his
feet. The savage stood aghast. The soldier, with deliberate aim, put two balls di
rectly through his heart. A hoarse groan
was the only sound that issued from the fallen
savage. This son of the forest was at least
six feet five inches in height. Tile soldier
took the Indian’s rifle, returned to the camp,
and sold it for 25 dollars.

NO. 12.

KENNEBEC BANK.

June following they returned ¿9197,608 .37 sedunon hi«
.
debts due to the bank, ¿9148,716 bills in dr- denied tbn
Pnvate ^aracter^’
The Commissioners appointed by the Gov culation, and the same day discounted paper nieshc I avere and°f h7’?S ,ad™cated dc“
JAMES K. REMICH,
ernor and Council, under a Resolve of the to
tothf>amnnn^fm7»4.«
A . /tl
1
the amount of ¿937,845. 7: And
for...two» years
, mestic slavery, and undertook to say that
Legislature, passed the sixth day of March together they made a dividend of profits -of: the. conduct of. Gen. Jackson at St. Marks
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
last, “ to inquire into and examine the doings
'0U1<
a?PTObation of himself and
three per cent, every three months. The
<ind transactions of the several incorporated circulation of the bank appears generally to coadjutors, out was applauded by the British
Government,and forthetruth of which h®
Banks in this State.”
have been greatly disproportibned to its real
REP OFT:
capital. Even as late as January, 1825, it re
PIETY HAS' ITS FOUNDATION IN
That on the 21st day of June last, they per turned 79139,025 bills in circulation, a great
HUMAN NATURE*
To this we responded, that, what we said
formed the service assigned to them withre- er amount than was returned-by any other
It approves itself to all our best feelings, it
spect to the Kennebec Bank. In this inves bank in the State. No one conversant with was ja'ue, and that if Mr. Holmes or his
recommends itself to us by its own intrinsic
tigation their attention was chiefly directed banks can be surprised at the manner in triends were disposed to investigate the af
loveliness. Nothing can be more natural,
to three objects’, naffie’y—The amount of which such a career has terminated. The fair, we threw the glove and were at his»'■»»fé«a
nothing more beautiful, than a rational piety
debts due from the bank—the meansit pos wonder will be that the catastrophe happen or their service. This has called forth the
to,God. W’e are so formed by our Crea
TTh .al?d.assure the public that we
sessed to discharge them—and the causes of ed no sooner.
‘eral'y
tor as to adore what is great, admire
shall not shrink frpm the contest, in which Mr.
its failure.
.
Commissioners
can
take
no
pledsure
what is excellent, and love what is good.
The result’of their inquiries with regard in dwelling upon the defects of the Ken Holmes, on certain conditions, plecfoes hi’
,ei"«a combi11'**
-—And wherein does piety to God con
to the two first, is given in the annexed state nebec Bank, or the mismanagement of its self to engage-chough we are aware that 'n
sist but in adoring, and admiring, and loving
ment of the debts and credits of the bank. officers.. They are satisfied it was never him. we shall hnd a host of talent and acheclW'vniilro^8S*f
a Being who possesses all these qualities in
Agreeable to that statement the. Commission the design of the Directors to bring any quirement. Our coat is off, and we say to
st5 ~d, and 3d a«’
perfection.? a Being, who far surpasses all
ers found the whole amount of debts due from loss upon the public, and they feel more the gentleman,
Ierf «w,ooo • t&nu*
other beings in majesty and benignity ?x“ For
y ,
“Layon M’Duff,
EARTHQUAKE AT BOGOTA.
the bank to be $65,101 45 consisting of bills mchned to sympathize with them in their
■ 6th’t0 $w $hw
. who in the Heavenscan be compared unto Extract from a letter dated Bogota June 18- m circulation, deposit; and liabilities on ac misfortunes,than to swgll the record, of their And damned be he who first cries hold ?
enough.”
ern the 1st òa
the Lord? Who among the sons of the
lb.
We are here in a state of great anxiety count of money borrowed by the* Directors vaults. During the* examination made by
>t, 2d, and^?d4lU1M
'mighty can be likened unto our God?”
fpr the use of the bank. The Commissioners the Commis^oners, Ml the books and records
and
excitement.
Last
night
was
the
most
Ought *we«not then to cherish and exhibit to- i
S^.Sd,
were informed by the ofii-eys ‘of the bank 01 the corporate were readily submitted to
A TENDER HUSBAND,
onel ever passed. We were sitting that.Whitney,
and 6th—2d u~KM
■wards the Deity, those feelings and affections,iawiul
!
Cutler T Hammond,-held the their inspection, and all the information re A gentleman in the city was for sometime yok'’
i
at
whist
as
the
clocks
clamed
a
quarter
to
eachgsoo.
*H
which his true * character i s adapted to call ■
personal
security
of
the
Directors,
together
quested w^s frankly communicated by ’the <;;t to a mate, who had that’amiable qualitv’of.
eleven; at that moment we' were all sensible
f .? vh ?—This is piety; and surely there is <'*'■*
«‘h, "’¡H beffi»
i20;000jn bilis bank, as collateral
’
*
~_ _______ ;
______
____ ______ m
oliicers of the institution.
ncyer receiving, or supposing herself to re
nothing in it that is repulsive to nature;
JAMES BRIDGE,
ceive an injury without breaking silence. One
enough,
however,
to
make
any
extraordinary
nothing
that
is
visionary
or
extravagant.
5th
—
2d
Phineas
Foster
held
the
like
personal
secu

ASHUR WARE,
4*1, c1» 5th, and 6th—.qx I
day observing her consort whispering some
Indeed not to possess it would be in the high impression, and we pursued our game. A- rity, with $10,000 of the»billsof the bank as
, 4tK and 6th—3d ?V
ti . 1Q
^LIPHALET GR&ELY.
thing to the maid, she instantly fixed her fangs
J 6th—2d 4th ¿5 M
est degree unnatural and offensive to the bout two minutes elapsed, when we experi- collateral security for the-sum due to him—
July
5,
1826.
'
in his face, tore up his hair by the roots, and
hirty-sixt’icS?'6th’1
very first principles on which we act. We enceda most awful repetition. The walls of That George Brinley held the personal secu
in short, suffered passion so much to get.
love our friends; ought we not then to love the house were most dreadfully agitated, our rity of the Directors for the amount due to
'umbers
andwthfc
;aviR’SH
Dr.
IZZ
“
"™mben
'Ì
KENNEBEC
BANK.
the better of her, that she was actually suffo
our greatest Friend ? We repay with grat candles were overturned, -chairs and tables him—And that $12,315 of the bills of the For bills in
cated
by its violence. The penitent wor
For amount
« tickets havingt a*
itude our benefactors? ought we not to do thrown from one side of the room to the other bank, which had been redeemed by the
circulation,
husband was so overcome with grief at the
of
Stock
—
we
could
ourselves
scarcely
maintain
our
ethis to our greatest Benefactor? .‘We
Globe Bank would remain with that institu
mbe«. will eaci «1
¿935,928
sad accident, that hoforgot to use any of those
notes, ¿989,370
have had fathers in the flesh, and we have rect positions, & were so perfectly paralyzed, tion until the balance due to it should be dis
Deposits 2,73.4 34 Debts due
methods recommended by the Humane So
that
we
never
thought
of
getting
out
of
the
done them, reverence ;’ ought we not to pay
charged. The bills thus held in pledge a- Due to Whit
ciety tor the recovery of persons in his wife’s
to the bank ,
this same.reverence to our heavenly Father, house ; indeed my own belief was tldt the mounting in the whole to $42,315, were not
ney, Cutler
situation. Indeed, so anxious was he for her
from Di
and Father of all ? In short, piety to God rs house must fall before we could possibly get considered by ,the Commissioners to be in
and Ham
everlasting repose, that he gave instant di
rectors 34,440
so natural and reasonable, that it cannot but out of it, and it was therefore useless to move. circulation, and constitute no part pf the sum
mond
J10,000
rections for horfuneral—directing most par^
All
other
live in the mind of every one whose heart is The ceiling was coming down upon us in of $35,928 for which the bank is made debtor to Phineas
“i et?"11>ch shaUhavedJ
ticularly that she should be buried with her
debts due
large flakes, and the fall of a great mirror at for bills in circulation, in the annexed state
right.
And
wherever
we
do
not
find
it
exist

Foster
5,000
face downwards I Being asked the,reason of
ze can be entitled to an ioU
tothebank
ing, we may conclude that the affections of the moment, which we took to be a part of ment.
’Ubjectto a deduction of isl
to Geo. Brin
this, “ Why,” replied he, “if she should
the house, added to the alarm. It was indeed
amounting to
that
man
ate
perverted,
or
his
sensibility
The
whole
amount
of
the
nominal
funds
of
al e in 60 days-after the 4
6,000
happen to awake, the more she scratches the>
' $27,84196
appalling—never, never shall I forget it. It the bank was found to be $160,331 68 consist ley
lost.
,
1
■± KnCTal?J™™ i»li
dee/iei' she goes.
Y. Mirror.
considered
passed^ having lasted 40 seconds. We then ing of stock notes, debts due from Directors, to the Globe
3,439 11
good for
went into the streets, where crowds were on various other debts, and sundry parcels of Bank
»gwilinotbepaid. ®
AN EXTRACT.
A man much intoxicated, passing up Wal
2-3 of the
their knees praying most fervently. A gen
D63,1oT45
One majr observe in a fine garden (where eral rush was made for the square in which real estate.
amount 18,561 31 nut street a few days since, fell, and was bad
as soon as the sale of tick
To
the
stock
notes
recourse
will
probably
due skill &: edre are used) the great improve the palace is. There we found thousands
ly hurt by the fall. Hickuping he said to
Sundry par
ments in plants and flowers, beyond what oth collected and collecting. Women and men not be had until the other funds of the bank
larch, 3, 1826.
those tha.t were near him, “ I had a hard fall
cels of re
shall
have
been
exhausted.
erwise would have been ; which leads us into U|Sl-a-S they had jumped out of bed, with the
d l)arts in the above spiri !
ot it.
A witty son of Erin, who was pres
al estate,
The
debts
due
from
Directors,
the
Com

x a reflection upon the advantages of religious addition ot a blanket thrown around them—
ent, replied, “ Sure thej6zZZ was easy enough»
standing in
missioners
are
of
opinion
may
be
realized
education ; How many good ornaments and mothers in the agony of grief and apprehen- i
but I’m thinking Honey it was d——d hard.
the books
,at 3AMhb K. remò |
lighting.”
improvements of the mind are lost for the sion clasping their children to their bosoms ’ without deduction.
oftllebawk
ci sons holding small prized I
From
the
nominal
amount
of
other
debts,
want of the like due care ! how many virtues —lathers and brothers endeavoring to pro- J
at ¿98,697
signed by any vender in Poji I
are choaked by the vicious weeds which are yide them with covering—groupes of females i and of the real estate they have made a de
The Cheraw Spectator stated that the
72 valued
cd to call and exchangethemi I
duction
of
33
1-3
per
cent,
under
an
impression
suffered to grow among them ! and how very in every direction calling each other’s names '
weather has been dryer ftiis season than ev
by the com
(P?st paid) enclisi I
that
two
thirds
of
the
amount
may
eventual

seldom the good weed produces such excellent to be assured that all were safe. Dismay
er was known _ before, occasioning great dis
missioners
1 ickcts, will be promptlyd !
fruit as might be expected from it, through a and despair were general. No due would ly be realized, leaving the available funds of
at 2-3 of
tress. The mill-streams were dried up, and
Mressed to
'II
the
bank,
exclusive
of
stock
notes,
insuffineglect of proper manuring, necessary prun return home, and thousands passed the whole
that amt. 5,786 48 many persons were obliged to carry their
!'
P°rtMtir
ing, and a skilful-management of our tender night in the square. 3 o’clock P. M. I have cient^for the discharge of its debts in the sum
gram from 40 to 50 miles to have it ground.
h K. REMICH, Kennebunt
¿9148,157
inclinations, and first notions of things ! As just ueturned from making a round of the of $4313 66. To cover this deficiency resort June 21, 1826.
D 148,157 79
79
soon may gardens produce the well pleasing- town to observe the extent of damages. Sev may be had to the stock notes as a fund am . A
The weather was so chilly at Wilmington,,
Directors and Stockholders in
seeds, fruits or plants, without culture or eral houses are thrown entirely down, many ply sufficient for that purpose. The Commis the Kennebec Bank, with the number of N. C. 27th ultimo, as to render fires necessa
vris Itch OintiMt I
dressing, as youth without education be cred are rent asunder from top to bottom. The sioners therefore are of opinion that the shares held by each, and the amount for ry : a circumstance never known there
37 1-2
itable or advantageous to Church or State. cathedral, a splendid edifice, has one of its means of the corporation, if faithfully appli which they are severally indebted to the fore at this season of the year.
The mjnd of man is at first like wax, which wings rent from its base to the tower. ed, aré adequate to the discharge of ifes lia bank on their respective stock notes__
IN’S noted ITCH OKI
while it is soft, is capable cf any impression, Scarcely a house in the city is without inju bilities.
I\ which has stood theti
No. of Shares. Amt. due on
MAID vs. WIDOW;
It seems highly (probakje that the Direct
till time has hardened it.
■her ointment, the pricei
ry. iVnne has every one of its walls split in ors will find themselves. hipeiiéd. to aischarge
stock natps. t An article of traffic very prevalent among'
The
improveable
faculty,
looks
like
a
veg

od
"Ebenezer
T.
Warren
;en reduced from 50.H
386several places; dining room in ruins ; the
1/3^740 the i urcumans Will strike the reader h; ca
etable principle in the mindman.—While partition of my bed room has fallen in, and those debts for which the creditors hold their ■■ Ariel Mann
131
11,790 rious and unique. The Turcoman buys h^
personal securities, and a great amount of the H Benjamin Wales
he
is
an
infant
the
see^s
lie
buned
and
undis

79
had I been in bed I should have been at least
...ALSO...
7,110 wife, and it is said will give in the proportion,
covered, till aftet’f&ineyears they will sprout severely bruised. A severe shock has not bills of the bank as collateral security, before q<( Jesse Robinson*
of ten to one, more for a widow than a maid
iporl's Billions t'1
forth in a kind of rational leaves, which are been felt here until now, since the year 1805. they appropriate the funds of the institution pq I Ebenezer White
18
1,620 A lady that has been married, and acquired
to the payment of its bills in circulation ;
words,
and
in
due
season
the
flowers
begin
to
I
Kilborn
G.
Robinson
197
About six years ago, it is said, there was a
17,730 any degree of celebrity for skill in house
• these Pills have been ofc
appear in a variety of beautiful colours, and slight one ; but no injury was done. It ap and if the holders of them look for their Q
- ijbseph Chandler
14
1,260 wifery, will fetch from two to four thou
:he sale of them has exceeds
speedy redemption, they can hardly fail of
in
all
the
gay
pictures
of
useful
fancy
and
John
S.
Blake
pears miraculous that only three lives have
7
nine'expectations o™
630 sand rupees. The average price of a maid
imagination ; At last the fruit knits and is been lost.^ Many who are here, and who being disappointed.
Joseph
Burton
50
indy be fairly considered^
4,500 en unskilled in the economy of a house
The principal causes which appear to have
formed,
which
when
green
is
perhaps
sour
Thomas
Fillebrown
.
were
at
Caraccas
during
the
‘
great
earth

2
ent of their many virtues,,
180 hold, is from two to four hundred only.
and unpleasant to the taste ; till ripened by quake there, say that this shock was much compelled the institution to slop payment
Samuel Nelsen
5
rry justly esteemed for i
are,
450
due
care
and
application,
it
discovers
itself
John
R.
Robinson
more
severe
;
but
the
houses
being
better
2
peration as a cathartxhj
1st. The small amount of its real capital.
Richard B. Sheridan one day made his ap
in all the noble productions of wisdom, good built here, the injury has been less.
James Stackpole
5
ne is necessary—Theyare
2nd. The amount loaned to Directors be
pearance in anew pair of boots, which at
elocution,
close
reasoning,
and
a
thousand
Isaac
Smith
Half
past
five.
I
have
been
taking
anoth

10
900 tracting the notice of his friends, he said—
cign remedy in,all billionsfe
graces and virtues. And these fruits, when er survey, and was surprised to find that yond their ability to pay with promptness.
Mann & Warren
94
he head, stomach and bowel
8,460 “ Now guess how I came by these boots.”—
3rfl. To general scarcity of money.
they arrive at a just maturity, and are of a hundreds of families are sending beds and
s of appetite, dizziness, wij
4th. The monopoly of stock by the Direct
they guessed many very probable guesses,
good kind, afford the most vigorous nourish bedding into the plain, and erecting booths
1OOO
89,370 but—“No, said old Sherry, you have not hit
ilic—they are likewiseanj
ment to the minds of men, and will cause there for the night. All fear another shock. ors.
infectious diseases, removiii
The capital of the bank is nominally $100,
it—nor you never will; therefore I may as
them to lead a wise and virtuous course of
* Jesse Robinson was chosen a Director in well tell you—/ bought rem and paid for
19th, 12 o’clock, noon. The night has 000 consisting of $10,630 actually paid in, and
every kind by dissolving^
life, to pursue those things that are praise passed quietly, and the alarm is» subsiding.
October
last,
and
has
since
transferred
his
e morbid matter, helping 3
$>89,370 of stock notes. That the latter as
worthy, and to understand the world so well,
to Joseph Burton.
. 1
ng a lost appetite-a surep
capital, ought to be considered fictitious is stock
as to avoid many of the cross accidents and
June 21, 1826.
habits. They are so art
evident from the fact that during the long
misfortunes of it.
An Irish drummer, whose round and rosy
seasons and hours, that tbi
continued pressure upon the bank, ending iii
From the IlalloiBcll Gazette.
cheek, gave notice that he now and then in
Just
notions
will
into
good
actions
grow,
m summer or winter,als
its failure, no aid or relief has been derived
dulged in a noggin of right good poteen, was
From the Literary Cadet.
And to our reason we our virtues owe,
y, without regard to diet i
The Heroine of this bloody tale [Mrs. from that source. Had the entire capital, or
accosted by the Inspecting General, “ What
Eastern
Mail
of
Thursday,
brought
us
False judgments are the unhappy source of ill,
isiness. Their operation it
Beauchamp] says thus of herself, while in even 50 per cent of it been p *.d in, the credit the Portland Argus, containing the follow makes your face so red, sir ?” “ Please your
And blinded error draws the passive will.
dual, that by experjencetit
prison with her husband : “ I came of as of the institution would probably have been ing notice, for which we assure the Hon honor,’’ replied he of the drum, “ I always
To
know
our
God,
and
know
ourselves,
is
all,
cel any other physic M
good a family as any in Virginia. I moved supported.
John Holmes of Maine, he has our blushes when Ijspeak to a General officer.”'
We can true happiness or wisdoskcall.
Besides the amount due on their stock orable
the public.
in the first circles of society. And now, to
sincere thanks.
» are covered with a c®
reflect, and see what Col. Sharp has brought notes, the largest portion of all the other
The witty Lord —- ---- -, who has a son one
“ A Card.—A writer in the “ Literary Ca
Jkoung people are apt to presume >pn long me to, is more than I can bear. He first se debts belonging to the bank were found to be
design of the GoodSaM
the greatest coxcombs in London, caught
lire
:
but
on
what
ground
?
Have
they
an
as

;nts name thereon.
duced me ; and not content with that, he due from six of the Directors, Joseph Chand det” having charged Mr. Holmes as “ the un ot
surance ? No, not for an hour. 1- it a-Tare then slandered me to gratify the feelings of ler owing nothing except on his stock note.' blushing advocate of domestic slavery,” and him lately admiring himself at his toilet.
—ALSO—
thing for young people to die ? Go into any others. And now I am by the instrumentali Had those Directors borro wed no more than having challenged Mr. H. to a public discus “ JacK,” said the nobleman, “ you are very
’ $ Jaundice Biti^ i
church yard, and learn the contrary from the ty of the Sharps, in a dungeon with my hus they could have refunded when the exigen sion, we are authorized to state, that if the fond of yourself.” “ Yes, sir; as the ladies
records of the tombs. Have you any securi band, condemned to die for what you, or any cies of the bank required it, probably the writer in the Cadet will give Mr. Holmes think me an Adonis, I must take care of my
■ Celebrated
his name, and it should turn out that it is person.” “ Well, my boy,” rejoined his fa
ty in the vigor of your constitution, from the other man of your spirit, would have done. failure would not have happened.
known to the public as respectable, he accents ther, “ your «eZ/'-admiration has one advan
of the above is kerf
melancholy change produced by decay and This was said to the guard. In a letter writ
After the bank became embarrassed the
tage, at least—it has 720 rivals
death ? “ So have I seen a rose newly spring ten in March last, she observed, ‘ My father, Directors appear to have made great exer the challenge.
LLIE—in Wells W
ing from the clefts of its hood, and at first it brother, sister, and friends were all dead ; I tions to raise money to prevent its stopping
jy Wheeler Orf
Another Card.”—The editor of the
A neat 1 hought.—There are some mo
ortland and Bœtrf
was as fair as the morning,*and full with the was a defenceless female, unjustly robbed of payment; and they might have succeeded “Literary Cadet” informs the Hon. John
dew of heaven, as a lamb’s fleece : but when character.’ The calumny to which she re had the general scarcity been less severe, or Holmes of Maine, that the writer of the ar ments in existence which comprise the pow
in the principal ^5’;
a ruder breath had forced open its virgin 1 ferred was this : Sharp, to quiet the feelings of shorter duration.
ticle to which he refers, is the Editor of this er of years, as thousands of roses are com
>’a'
eowlfl
modesty, and dismantled its too youthful and ; of his wife and her mother, bribed the mid
paper, and that although he is far from en pressed into„a few drops of their essence.
A
schedule
is
annexed
to
this
report,
which
unripe retirements, it began to put on dark- J wife to certify, that the child of Miss Cook,
tertaining a wish to intermeddle with the pol
ness, and to.decline to softness and the symp- l (then Mrs. Beauchamp) was a mulatto.. The contains a correct list of the Directors and itics of Maine, he will, if Mr. Holmes will
Extravagance is a great enemy to charity.
Stockholders,
with
the
number
of
shares
held
tombs of a sickly age : it bowed its head and j existence of this certificate, of which the
give him satisfactory assurance, that he re So much is required for ostentatious show, to
by
each,
from
which
it
appears
that
upwards
broke its stalk, and at night having lost tome ! Sharps had frequently boasted, they imme
tains the confidence of the independent free keep up the appearance of gentility, and to
qf 900 shares of the capital stock of the Ken
of its leaves, and all its beauty, it fell into the diately
i
denied on the death of the Colonel. nebec Bank are owned by the Directors. So men of Maine, “ and it should turn out that pamper the luxurious, that nothing can be
portion of weeds and worn out faces.”
No greater proof of Col. Sharp’s guilt is re great an accumulation of stock in the hands he is entitled” to the notice of the Cadet, spared to the miserable.
- talion,
^KEN on Execute
quisite, than the fact, that his friends furnish of the Directors, the Commissioners have freely surrender to him his name, and cheer
d
at
Pöblrf
be sold at
There is something in unmerited praise,
A soldier in the American army, belonging ed J. O. Beauchamp with papers of Colonel reason to believe has been unpropitious to fully and gladly enter on the controversy,
1 ‘1826,
i August?
n£1
J at ten®. I
to WestOn, in this state, about the time Gen. i Sharp, to enable him to make out a tale a- the stability of the institution.—Had the and prove that Mr. Holmes has been “the which to a heart not wholly callous, is more
renoon,
. eoll$™
Brock was killed, at the battle of------ , was ‘ gainst Darby, as extenuating circumstances; greater part of the stock notes been due from unblushing advocate of domestic slavery.” cuttingly severe, than the keenest reproof.
allthenghtin W (
on a scouting party one day. Being a man of I the whole of which he afterwards acknowl others than the Directors, and of equal abili The name of the Editor of the Cadet shall
S, of Lyman,
An ingenious mechanic has invented a mr^
courage, enterprizo, and sagacity, he was de- I edged to be false.—Their reluctance to pros ty, recourse would doubtless have been had be furnished Mr. Holmes by the next eastern
termined,
if possible, to obtain an accurate ! ecute Beauchamp, and desire to implicate to them, and with effect, for contributions to mail.”
chine by which ladies can lace their cor;d real estate, situate^,
settes, equal to a two horse power. In a let*
knowledge of the position of the enemy. For 1 Darby was evident throughout
—o---------the
- whole
------- af- ’ the relief of the bank in its difficulties. The
das
Fxfilanatory.—As our readers will observe ter to the inventor, Miss Wasp states, that
this purpose he ventured to separate from his :
Darby, though acquitted of all knowl- tendency of this monopoly has been prejudi
in
the
columns
of
to-day
’
s
Cadet,
“
a
Card,
”
an cial to the institution in other respects. By
she has reduced her waist fromjSw inches in
companions. In the course of his reconnoit- edge of the murder, has not escaped with —
eYing alone, in an open field, he approached 1 unstained reputation. Among the last words removing from the minds of the Directors from Mr. John Holmes, of the United diameter to four and a sixteenth ll
by Amazrnh o d
States
’
Senate,
from
the
State
of
Maine,
we
a wood, the under brush of which was very which Beauchamp said, he accused Darby all sense of accountability to their Stockhold
s land;
W
thick. His watchful eye discovered what he ; of perjury in a part of his testimony at the ers, a salutary check upon their own proceed deem it proper to state what elicited it. In
Sulkies were invented by apish fools mid
andB“<M
at first supposed to be some animal among trial; a part, without which, Beauchamp ings was destroyed ; and by offering to them pursuing a series of what we have termed dandies-—and wise men should never be seen
Portraits
of
the
Opposition,
in
the
tenth
num

:
said,
he,
could
not
be
convicted,
the
truth
of
the Hushes. He immediately saw his mis- i
in them. It was a fair remark of a coachma
nearly the whole profits of their speculations,
take ; it was an Indian, crawling on his hands jI the accusation must remain a secret between it encouraged a spirit of hazardous adventure ber of our paper, we laid before the Amer ker,‘that a sociable was all the ton during
ican
public,
a
sketch
of
the
life
and
charac

God
and
their
own
consciences
;
as
it
related
and feet, with his rifle in hand, and watching :
the honey moon and a sulkcy ever ^fter.” °
—a spirit always dangerous in a monied in
the soldier, evidently with the intention of to an interview between them without wit- stitution. The extension of the business of ter of the Hon. John Holmes of Maine. In
advancing sufficiently near to make a sure ' nessess, which Darby asserted, and Beau the bank to an unwarrantable degree in the doing this, we found it necessary to descend
When religion i# made a science, there is
to particulars connected with his public life,
mark, r or the soldier to retreat was now champ denied.
years 1817 and 1818 is no otherwise to be ac and as he participated largely in the Missou nothing more intricate ; when it is made a
impossible ; he thought he could not escape,
counted for. Discounts were then made up ri affair, and advocated the conduct of Gen. duty, nothing is more easy.
and he remembered too, that his father told
MEASURE OF LIFE.
on a large scale, with as little regard to pru
Human society resembles an arch of stone ;
him never to return home with a back-side
There are hours of our existence which dential considerations, as to the limits of their Jackson, in the murder of Arbuthnot and Am'wom.d He pretended not to see the Indian, memory treasures, and keeps apart from the act of incorporation—For instance, on the brister, we <lid not hesitate to state the facts, all would .fall, if one did not support another.
The cradle is large enough for the child,
and walked slowly towards him, with his gun vulgar current of time; these are the very first Monday of January, 1818, the Directors and at the same time we charged him with
cocked by his^side, carefully observing hi-s! essence of our being, and it is by them we returned Dl80,080 32 debts due to the bank, being the unblushing advocate of domestic but the world cannot satisfy the man.
movements.—They approached nearer and i may in fact compute the measure of life,— and on the same day discounted paper to the slavery.— To this Mr, Holmes replied, at
Were the good man always great, and the
great length, in the Eastern Argus, and after
nearer; at length he saw the Indian bring the 1 the rest is vegetation.
amount of ¿165,180. On the first Monday of having complimented us for encomiijms pas- great man good, earth would be earth no
lopger.
I
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FOREIGN.
From the English journals brought by the
Emerald, we have selected a few paragraphs
of intelligence, the most interesting of which
are those relative to the cause of unsubdued
though still suffering Greece. The fall of
K£issolonghi, however dreadful in its results,
which we are glad to find less fatal than at
first reported, has not dispirited the brave
leaders of still braver bands. Colocotroni and
Fabyier are in command and arranging their
forces to meet the victors of Missolbnghi,
much weakened by the losses sustained in
that action ; and the expedition under Lord
Cochrane will soon be upon the coast. Our
next report from the Greeks, we anticipate
will be encouraging.
in looking over these .Tournais we find no
thing of the eccentric Virginian. It does not
appear that he has been announced at the
museums, nor yet as Corinthian Tom. How
ever, we augur favorably from the silence of
the Loiîdon papers; he is perhaps returning
to reason.
We^q^thc King and Queen of Spain were
about tb proceed to Sacedon, and as aroeasure of protection to their royal persons, or
ders had been issued to the Vclice to concert
necessary measures on the road and in
the places where they may stop. Our own
country and cur own President offera striking
contrast to the case of Spain and her King,
affording a happy comment on/the moral su
perior, ty of our free institutions over those of
monarchical Europe. With us our chief
magistrate travels from the capital to the
eastern border of the country with nnother
companion than his son, and is received ev
ery-where by. his fellow citizens with those,
spontaneous marks of respect and attention
which the worthy servants of the republic
will always receive, and which a grateful peo
ple will always render to the men who do
their country service.—Pat.

Prom the Salem: Gazette.

■ MURDERS IN~THE WEST.

Prom the New-Haven Jotçrnal:
■■4
.
_ _ _ _ _ COLLEGE.
YALE
- There are thirteen living graduates of this
institution, who left College more than sixty
years since. The oldest survivors arc the
Rev. Dr. Williams, oi*l
of (Tolland,
olland, and the Hon.
Thomas Seymour, of Hartford, of the, Class
of 1755, and Solomon Stoddard, of the Class
of 1756.
Of the Class of 1757, there are
still
living, viz, Daniel Humphreys, Rev. Abra
ham Beach, John Hopson, Rev. Ezra Reeve,
and Rev. Job Knight.
There are no survivors of the Class of 1758.
Of the Class of 1759, Ebenezer Devotion,
Jesse Leavenworth and Asahel Hathaway;
and of the class of 1760, Benjamin Johnson
and Rev Joseph Dana, still survive.

of it; and lie stated it as his belief that tire
usual depth of water at high tide, is sufficient
to pass the frigate with her guns aboard over
the bar.
Gaz.
(MASS.) AUG-12.
ALMOST INCREDIB.
BLE YET TRUE.
Last week we noticed tthe hail Storm in
the East Parish in this town. On Wednes
day last eight days after the fall of the hail,
Mr. Daniel Johnson of the E. P. brought into
this village a peck of hail stones varying in
bulk from the size of hazle nuts to that of
wall nuts, and equally as hard and perfectly
solid. These he picked up from a heap
which was then two and a half feet high, and
had been so high as to cover a fence of the
ordinary height, which was situated at the
foot of a hill, from which the hail stones had
rolled down against tne fence. The hail fell
over a.space about a mile wide, instead of
twenty rods as stated last week, and in many
parts of it were found large heaps of this fro
zen rain from one to 3. feet high, and that too
on level ground, particularly in some corn
fields, which were destroyed. Heaps of the
hail are said to be still remaining, which have
now been exposed to an August Sun eleven
days.
Patriot.
haverhill
.......L,,

time Imd.
For the Kennebunk Gazette

fen
TO THEPEOPLE
The approaching September election •
Thè horrid frequency of this crime in some
one of more than ordinary moment ] fl
of the western States is appalling. The pic
dition to the choice of Governor Sen f
and Representatives to the State Leri«h?'s'
tures drawn by Ashe and other travellers of
and Representatives to Congress, it S’e'
his stamp will soon cease to be thought over
considered that the people then, indite'
charged, if this reckless disregard of human
make choice of a Senator to
v
the
Senate of the United State!
life, and the unbridled licentiouihess of man
; resume, the.
therefore the duty of every voter, to ??
ners which leads to it, are suffered to contin
tain with certainty, the views and feelffit ; I r/l am b?
ue. The Frankfort (Ky.) Argus, of the 26th
each candidate for office, and to be sure tl i k no'
ult. in addition to the account of the murder
lie votes for none whose political sentim™ S» condole«
differ
from his own—It is also his duty to 1 Ln voi1 may
of Caufman and Courteney, published in our
♦ Prom the New-York Statesman.
that each candidate has been lone of th
last, gives the following :—
same political principle which he noWni?
Every thing relating to Lafayette is inter
“ Last Sunday a convict in the Penitentia esting to the American reader. Most of us
fesses—If he has been hostile until very >?'
,W
ry, named Edmund Johnson,, was stabbed to have had the gratification of beholding the
cently, and changed his opinion just at th Iheih
■
the heart by a fellow convict named Tho illustrious friend of liberty and our country.—
eve of an important event by which he
honestvis.^
mas Bradley. The latter suspected the for We have seen with what republican siipplibe materially affected—if he has heretoC p. I have P
mer df having communicated to the guard a city he received the greatfal homage of a na
acted treacherously, in pretending to be fa [blepersev^a
plan he had devised for making his escape. tion, we followed him with ail our hearts from
vourable to a cause which he was then de fory m great n
He was a blacksmith and had made the. the scenes of hi j triumph into the pleasures
termined to oppose, or has discovered a cot
weapon, himself. On Monday a grand jury of his delightful retirement, and feel happy
tempt for the wishes and interests of his fef' ' M principle
was called and he was tried and found guil when we hear that he is enjoying the re
low citizens, and supported and upheld »
ty yesterday. One would think, that in late wards of his long and well spent life, in the
theclu
party who Witonly squander the public mo
WHEELING, JULY 22.
Scenes, murderers would find little encour midst of an interesting and affectionate fam
ney for political purposes—certainly SUch a 1 F /A You are
SOMETHING
NEW.
agement to prosecute their bloody designs. ily, and devoting the evening of his days to
ought not to be honoured with a seat it 1I Liththe .scm
Alight house is about to be erected at man
But a fell,
spirit seems to be the benefit of mankind.
our Legislature. If then, the electors
|i kw absurd a
Dunkirk,
on
Lake
Erie,
which
is
to
be
light

stalking.through this Commonwealth, which
The following familiar letter from the vet ed with natural gas. This gas abounds in thus carefully examine, and study well the ’ Lelled downt
nothing can check but an inflexible execu eran, was recently received by Mr. Skinner,
Lob-like coin
the vicinity of that place—it can be obtained character of each individual who is now be
tion of the laws,”
editor of the American Farmer, who has been by boring a short distance into the beds of fore-them as a candidate, it is believed that ¡Tjublicau aX1<
The National Intelligencer gives from a spending some days in this city. At our re almost any ef the streams emptying info the doings of our next Legislature will be in ^ people; asp
accordance with the wishes of the peonk nf
the lake.
-----private source an account of another Ken quest, he has perrAitt^d its insertion :
the State.
1
matter i
LA GRANGE, MAY,^8th, 1826.
DOVER,
AUGUST
8.
tucky tragedy, as follows :—
It has been long surprising to the inW / /j, V our cc
LIGHTNING.
My dear sir,—I have with much gratifica
! Lw shaft I tr
“ About two weeks ago, Dr. Young, a Rep
During the long and severe shower of last ants of other States, that ever since the sem |
yesentative in Congress from the State of tion, receiyed the 7th volume of the Ameri evening, the dwelling-house of Moses Hodg- aration, Maine has been represented .in £ tion; fortne
can
Farmer,
and
hope
early
in
June,
by
Cap

Kentucky, shot .and killed, in the street of
don, Esq. of this town, was struck by Senate of the United States, by men, whose ¡Adams.
//. You mi
Elizabethtown, Mr. Hardin, a lawyer from tain Allyn, to hear from you and know how lightning. A beautiful sycamore tree in politics were opposed to those of a large ma
you
all
fare
in
the
beloved
city
of
Baltimore.
Lf candor, aff
Breckenridge county. Of so aggravating
front of the house received the electric fluid, jority of their constituents. This opposition deeming all tl
Captain
Macy
has
been
pleased
to
take
on
and atrocious a character was the cause of
an immense body of which ran down its was commanded by Mr. Holmes, so long
this act, aS to shield Dr. Y. from prosecution, board a couple of shepherd’s dogs for you: trunk, ripping off the bark; a portion of the as 1820, when the Missouri question was un I Adams an
Mr.
Worthington,
son
to
the
former
Gover

der discussion—Tharihe should have contin I see the apert
and almost to justify the act in the public
CONSTANTINOPLE, MAY 25..
nor of Ohio, took charge of them in Paris— lightning entered the house by a limb of the
ot Bn
The accounts from Greece say that the Se- Opinion. Air. Hardin was one who was oppo they are cf the best breed and well trained. tree, (which limb nearly touched the house.) ued in the opposition, and been twice elected dagger
cheat the pe
rasjder, after thefall of Missolonghi, marched sed to the election of Dr. Y. and is supposed But, I fear the American method of keeping We are happy to add that no person in the Senator, and that General Chandler should
succeed,1
towards Salona, and there is a report that to have been partly led by vindictive feelings a flock will not give so much scope and house was injured, and that but little injury have been re-elected, when it was generally i we
rails we have
that town, and even as other persons affirm, to commit the outrage which foreran his usefulness to their instinct as when they are was done to the building.—The house of Mr. believed that he had pledged himself to sup I ty in this thin
Athens, and all Livadia, had offered their death. Nothing short of an atrocious viola under perpetual admonition from their mas John Evans, about 50 rods from Mr. Hodg- port Mr. Crawford, is truly a matter of as
submission, but there is nothing to warrant tion of the sanctuary of his domestic hopes ter. And since I Iiave entered on farming don’s, was struck at the same instant; a man tonishment to all who have.not been ac than once my
conscien
the truth of these statements. Ibrahim, and happiness could have instigated a man of topics, I must tell you, my dear sir, that I am was struck to the floor, but recovered in a few quainted with the deceptive policy pursued : lain
you see. I jus
however, still remains at Patras. It is sup the amiable character of Dr. Y. to this rash making great improvements founded on A- minutes. No damage except breaking a few by them and their partisans—Butin justice to Sus neglect,
ourselves, it should be stated, that in every
posed that he is waiting for the return of the act.”
merican importations. Your hpgs are beau panes of glass was done - to the building. A'my heart, wh
From the Indiana Palladium we extract tiful, and whi^e I keep some individuals of bout the same time, a barn, belonging to Mr. instance of an election, these men have al
Captain Pacha, who is gone to the Dardan
ofthe——
ways
pretended
to
abandon
their
former
elles to meet the new division of ten men of the following shocking account of a murder pure breed, I generally cross it with Anglo- Benjamin Kielle, about 2| miles from this
B. If the 2
principles, and to fall in with the popular
war, with which Ibrahim Bey is to join him. followed by the suicide of the murderer :—
Chinese animals of the best kind. But yours village, was struck by lightning, one end voice ; until their own selfish purposes were •, pated by a s;
It was sitid he intended to attack Hydra, but
are better shaped, and- I have arranged a of which was considerably shattered.
gratified, and then turn again to the ranks of am ydhr mai
LAWRENCEVILLE, (iND.) JULY 22.
this U generally doubted, meantime all the
Republican.
•piggery after your principles. Of the hand
the
opposition. When General Chandler
In
our
last,
we
gave
a
report
concerning
letters state that the greatest anarchy pre
some Holkam cows, given me by Mr. Pat
was last chosen, the junto pledged tfiemthe recent tragical events at Frankfort, Ky. terson, three are alive and thriving; the
vails hi the islands.
THOMASTON, AUGUST 15.
.F
. selves that he was in favor of Mr. Adams for
It now becomes our painful duty to record younger bull, and two females. Of the wild
SUICIDE.
President; but no sooner was his seat in the
a transaction, which in point of madness turkeys, one only has Been preserved; I par
FRANKFORT, JUNE 21.
Some days since, Isaac ^Iartiny one of the Senate secured, than the contrary appeared
Mr. Rri
(Extract of a letter.)—“ It seems that the and desperation, forms a parrallel with ticularly regret the giant turkey which my con victs in the State Prison, cut his throat,
Russian Plenipotentiaries will have one point those above alluded to. These are the cir friend had so kindly provided for me, and if while in solitary confinement. He was taken from the very acts of the gentleman himself a change of I
of great delicacy to treat upon with the Porte, cumstances related .to us : Daniel Fuller, of such a one could be obtained, it would be a from the cell and placed in the hospital, and —And we again witness an attempt of the would be pre
which is to demand a considerable sum as an Georgetown, in this county, understanding new conferred obligation. The surviving one every means used for his recovery. But the same kind, to effect a re-election of My. habitants ;
indemnity for the expense to which Russia that a story,, prejudicial to his moral char has mixed with the hens of the country, and I. nature of the wound was such as to prevent Holmes. Former success has given confi through the
has been put in keeping up the army of the acter had got in circulation, went to the have got a number of crossed eggs—but a few his taking sufficient sustenance to preserve dence to his party, and they appear to have Maj. TIMO
Fruth upon a war footing for the last six house of--------- Golden, (his father-in-law) wild ones of both sexes would be very wel life, and he died at the expiration of ten days forgotten that the people possess a redeeming as aimtable
years. This demand is founded upon tergiv with a paper in the form of a libel, and come. So would be my good friend, some from the time the wound* was inflicted. He power or the boldness to exercise it—That a man of cot
ersations of the Divan, in the négociations set insisted on two girls, (Miss Goldens) to sign American partridges, a variety unknown in was in a state of mental derangement at the Mr. Holmes is still in heart opposed to the disposition ,4
on foot since the departure of Baron Strogo- it, charging.them with circulating the report. Europe ; and of terrapins, two sorts of nov time the act was committed, and remained National Administration, there can be but wellqualifie
npff, which rendered it necessary to keep up David Golden, their brother, a youth of 18 or elty- which I would like first to nurse at the so for the most part till a short time before little doubt, and there is less doubt that Mark early life sp
19, deeming Fuller’s conduct improper, told farm, then to naturalize on my grounds. The he died. He belonged £o Durham, in the Dennett, Moses Swett, and Isaac Emery, ter’s Office,
so great a.body of forces on the frontiers.”
Esquires, were put in nomination, as candi versaht witl
him (F.) that the girls should not sign the pa splendid boiling machine given to me by Mr, county of Cumberland.
Register.
dates for the Senate in York County, princi Register of J
per. Fuller then observed that he would Morill, has been much admired : draftshave
NAF0LI DI ROMANIA, MAY 12.
pally with a view to aid him inthenextLeg- vote'for Mr*
(Private Çorrespondence.)—Colocotroni prosecute the girls for slander, and started been taken,-and it shall be in a few days pla«4
islature—Why else were none but Craw-,
BEARS I
has just set ®ut with the intention of occupy for home. Golden took his gun and follow- ced in a building I hav^ madfcon purpose to re
On Monday Sth inst. a bear was killed a fordites selected ? Is there no man in all the fftlie fohab
ing the passes between Patras and Tripoliz ed him. On coming up with Fuller, he in ceive it. You
thi&i my S&ltimorean farm short distance below the head of the tide wa south western towns, but Mr. Dennett, u
za. The regular troops are recruiting daily. quired if he really intended to prosecute the ing obligations have not been lost upon me.
i
Fabvier has sent off'several companies. 'Plie girls. He said he did. Golden then Obser And since you allow me to utter all my wish ter in Warren, the only animal of the kind on Saco River but Mr. Emery, or in the Ossi
number is now reduced to 2,200 men. Ibra ved, “ I will stop you,” and immediately pre es, I will add that one or two couple of Amer that has been found in the neighborhood for pee towns but .JJ'r. Sjyett, who are capable of
Mr. Rem
him Pacha has lost so many troops at the sented his gun, which missed fire. He then ican rabbits would be also a new introduction many years. It appeared ;o be a last year’s discharging the dutie^oL Senators ? If Mr. of a large p
siege cf Missolonghi, that he can absolutely tried his gun a second time, when it went off on this side of the Atlantic.—As to the justly cub, and was first seen in ThomastonJ near Holmes and his junto are really what they town, that t
do nothing without a supply of troops from and wounded F. in the side. Fuller picked celebrated canvass backs, they can only be the narrows, and was chased across Oyster pretend to be, friendly to Mr. Adams, why ister of, Dee
Egypt He has with him only 3,000 regular up a club and threw it at G. and then went enjoyed in the vicinity of the Susquehanaand river to the place of its capture. From its do they support those, and those only, who as a suitable
troops, and the greater part of his officers are for his house, where he arrived before he the Potomac, a condition to which none more age, others are supposed to be in the vicinity. were hostile to his election ?
JOf
In addition to the above we learn that three
But aside from all this, there arc other rea
killed. I hate had several conversations with fell. Golden turned and went a short dis heartily than myself would like to submit.
or fourbears arc anticipating the labors of sons why these men ohght not to receive the of South-Ik
some of the.soldiers who made their escape tance to a fence, reloaded his gun, and with
I receive three times a month, accounts fr.
from Missolonghi ; they say .that they had the.assistance of the ramrod, shot himself in the U. S. by the Havre packets an insufficient the farmer in the back part of CaiQden, by support of the people—-It is not yet forgotten formation, i
been for a long time prepared for the event, the breast. Surgical aid was procured as compensation for absence ; they are however harvesting the corn before it has become that Mr. Dennett was an active member ofthe dustry in
Ib.
famous Union Hall Convention, which was got person to at
and believed that the race was destined to soon as possible, 'but in vain.—Death, with very precious to me. Every particular of quite ripe.
up for the express purpose of elevating the —I am thei
fall a sacrifice for the salvation of their coun iron grasp, was fast drawing them to the em public and personal nature, are eagerly look
murderer of Van Allen to the Presidency- able candid
try. The women and children fought against brace of the grave. Both expired on the ed for, and when you are pleased to write, I
EIRE!
the enemy, and several Turks fell by their 15th, in the, morning about the same time. beg you to let me know as much as you can
A building of heterogeneous construction, The conduct of the party to which these men
hands. A. young woman, now at this place, Fuller, at his own request, was interred by of my Baltimorean friends. Present me very & tenanted by an equally heterogeneous class belong in relation to the State printing, h
escaped with her brother to the moun the side of A. Fuller, who was, executed at affectionately to theim
of inmates, situated in the north part of this highly censurable—In recurring to former
1
votes on this subject, it will be seen that the
tains. The brother.was overcome with fa this place some time since. Fullei' had a
Permit me to enclose a letter to Mr. Cor- village, and known under the appellation of Crawford party have voted in a body, to give
tigue, when a Turk on horseback overtook family, who are thus hastily bereft of a hus nick, a Virginian, who certainly is known to the “ Arkp—videlicet, a most offensive and
As there
this to the editor of the Argus, at an
them. She immediately seized one of her band, father, brother and uncle.
you, as well as the plough which has been indecent brothel—was assailed on Friday expense of $500 a year, more than what the people
brother’s pistols,. shot the Turk dead, and
Th$-Georgi a Courier contains a letter giv presented to the examination of the Agricul night last by a mob evidently bent on its de the same labour could be procured for at ent incumb
mounting the object of her affections on the
molition. They pursued the work of des
Deeds, au
ing
an account of the murder of Major Dono- tural Society in Paris. You will learn the fa truction until between 2 and 3 o’clock in the other places—And although it may be said ly been ma,
enemy’s horse, she conducted him in safety
vorable opinion that has been expressed.
that
these
candidates
ought
not
to
be
taxed
to Salona.
ho, who was assassinated on parade by a ser
morning when smoke was perceived to arise
office, I wo
Most cordially I ant
The Turkish fleet is returned to Constan geant who gave as a reason for committing
from the lower part of the building, and in a with the sins of their party, yet on examina ion seems t
^v.ur affectionate friend,
tion
it
will
appear
that
the
Crawford
party,
tinople. It was pursued by the Hydriotes, the crime that the Major turned him off drill
few minutes the immense mass oi combusti
UA RÓBI
LA FAYETTE.
without effect. There were only about eight
ble materials were enveloped in flame. The have so uniformly acted in concert on that Mr. Robert
question,
that
tile
people
can
but
believe
that
days provisions in the place when Mr. Eyn- during the afternoon, for being intoxicated.
York as a g
proximity of numerous wooden buildings,
arcl’s. agent, who supplies the city with pro
RICHMOND, AUG. 2.
We close this black and sickening cata
rendered the danger of an extensive confla Messrs. Derffiett, Swett, and Emery, would rity, ¿nd or
do
the
like,
should
they
be
chosen
—
The
vision^, arrived with a most opportune sup logue of crimes with an account of a murder
qualified fo
gration for some time truly imminent. A
JEFFERSON’S FUND.
ply.
We are happy to understand, that no Con cooper’s shop and try-house adjoining the State Re^oyds shew that in the'last.Legisla the presen
ture
Messrs.
Pease,
Chase,
Strout,
Weeks,
It appears from a letter, dated Smyrna, ad at New-Orleans :—
any thing t<
tributor to the Jefferson Fund of this city, candle-house of Messrs. Wm. W. & T.
An affair of honor took place at New-Or has applied for the returnwf his subscription Swain, and a barn belonging to Gen. Lincoln, Parcher, Trafton., Ricker, and Bragdon, the
dressed to the French government by Admi
ral Rigny, that the repôrt that Frenchmen leans on the T8th ult. between two citizens money. As the ten days have elapsed, a- were consumed. But the wind being light, only junto men present from York County,
had been employed in transporting captive growing out of a private misunderstanding. greeably to the resolution of the Standing and abundant supplies of water near at hand, voted; in favour of continuing the State Print
Greeks to Egypt for the purpose of selling One fire was exchanged with pistols, but no Committee, the whole fund collected in this the great exertions of the firemen and assem ing as heretofore, while the measure was
them as slaves, is entirely without foundation. effect being produced, they had recourse, city, will consequently go to the benefit of bled citizens, were successful in arresting opposed unanimously, by the friends of Mr.
Mr. Rej
The fact is admitted, that French merchants according to agreement, to the small sword’ Mr. Jefferson’s daughter.—We sincerely the progress of the flames. It is not known Adams. Surely then it has been a party
cbncededtl
question,
and
we
have
every
reason
to
believe
had purchased certain Greeks who had been The affair ended in the death of one of the congratulate the contributors on the result.
how the fire originated; it is,. however sup
lister of De
made captive at the taking of Chibs? but parties, he having received his antagonist’s
posed to have been Caused by unextinguished that it win contiune such—It further appears, electors of
that
previous
to
the
commencement
of
the
their object was not to sell them as slaves, sword in his vitals.
embers being brought into contact with the
^..^W-YORK, AUG. 3.
present year, there has been paid to the Ar THY FR
but to restore them to their families ¿it.'.AKk- ^Thp names of the parties were Theodore
candidate
One of the Tom€^nïA inteïîôed for the wood work in the general wreck which took gus establishment for state printing,
andria.
:
Freval, aged nineteen years, and Zephir front
place
in
the
interior.
tieman of f
the New, Exchange, was yesterday
77
\
and.
the
same
labour
and
services
were
.. .
. Canonge, and originated in an affront having takenoffrom
The violent and lawless proceedings of as
its duties, i
the wharf to the front of the
The Journal des de Débats gives some ac- been offered to the father of the former by
sembled multitudes, are in any case to be se offered to be performed by other printers, I in this pan
count of the proceedings of Lord Cochrane. Catìonge. The following notice of the death Exchange, about twp hundred yards; The riously deprecated. They strike at the root for a sum less than that by $2083 92--There*
column weighs about twenty-five tons, is 27|
fore more than $2000 of the public money
It is stated, that his lord' hip cruised for- some of Preval is published in the New-Orleans feet
in length, and 3 feet sixInches in diame of public gecurity, and should be discounte has been thus sacrificed to party fav^uriteism.
time off Cape St. Vincent, until he had Col papers
nanced by every well wisher to good order
ter.
This
immense
piece
of
marble
was
pla

The importance to Mr. Holmes of carry
lected all his vessels, eight in number,- some of
and public quiet. If nuisances exist, it is not
“ The friends of the family of Mr. Preval,
STA
which carry Perkins’ steam 68-pounders. the friends of virtue and justice, are inform ced upon a strong frame ; the frame was mo for individuals to assume to themselves the ing the election, will be seen, when we renec.
ved
upon
rollers,
and
by
means
of
a
capstan
that should there be no political changes in
His Lordship’s own ship, the Perseverance, ed that Mr. Theodore Preval, aged nineteen
right
and
to
exercise
the
power
of
rectify

is said to be a steam vessel of 400 tons ; and years', terminated his career yesterday af was drawn up hill in - very handsome style. ing them by violent measures. The au the other counties, a change in this will se
the whole fleet is expected to reach the Gre ternoon at 4 o’clock, by a frightful fatality. The above column was transported by land thority of the law is the only proper means cure him a majority of the Senate—Hence
Hon.
cian seas about the 25th of June, br the 1st His corpse will be exposed at Mr. B. Marig- five miles from the quarry, and put on board for the remedy of public grievances ; and an we account for the great exertions now mak
instant. General Lallemand, it is also sta ny’s, fauxbourg Marigny, from whence the a sloop und brought tothe foot of Wall-street. appeal to the protection of the law, when its ing by Mr. Holmes in all parts of the county.
We understand that the cost of one of these
But it is hoped that the people will not sub
ted, had entered into the service of Greece. convoy will start for the church.”
SENd
columns by the time that it is placed in its interposition becomes necessary, is the only fer themselves to be again duped byri^j
He had considerable funds at his disposal,
justifiable
course
to
be
pursued.
The
great
Over the grave of young Preval, a dis proper station, will be from 2500 to 2800xloltifices of this designing man—And by elect ÎIon, JO
and was in treaty in the United States, for
danger
to
which
a
considerable
section
of
the
the purchase of two frigates, in which he and course was pronounced by Mr. Pierre Lan- lars.
Hon. GE
town was exposed by the late riotous pro ing Messrs. PRIME, SCAMMAN, and
his companions were to cross the Atlantic be dreux. who alluded, in warm language, to
ceedings,
should be a solemn monition to ev DEN, that they will let the gentleman W)
Hon.
the bravery- and filial piety of the youth,
that
Maine
wishes,
for
once,
to
he
represen
“
BALTIMORE, AUG. 7.
fore the close of the present summer.
ery citizen, of the serious effects which may
Ayho “ felt his blood heated with indigna
ed
in
both
branches
of
the
Legislature
w
PENSACOLA HARBOUR.
'
result from such lawless combinations of
tion at the sight of his father being cru
united states.
■ F(
The editor has conversed with a gentleman usurped power.—-New-Bedfbrd Mercury.
Advices from Calcutta to Feb. 28 state elly outraged by a despicable man, dishonor
that there had been several trivial engage ed for a long time in the public opinion.” who left Pensacola on the 26th June last, and
ments between the Burmese and small par The address was concluded by the following who, while there had a full opportunity of
An improved mode of weighing anchors
For the Kennebunk Gazette'
ties of the British, which terminated in favor anathema upon Preval’s murderer, which the knowing from the officers of the Constella has recently been discovered by Mr. Samuel
PÆPR
A dialogue between a gentleman whori^’
of the latter. The British were advancing Louisiana Courier observes was unanimously tion, with whom he often conversed, if any Nichols, of Plymouth. The apparatus for
such difficulty had been known to exist as doing this is described .as occupying very in a coach and two, and one who would n
upon Urora erapoora.
repeated by-all persons present :
W.
1
we stated a few days ago prevented the. Con little room, and the cost attending its. erec
It is stated that the Turkish troops are to
# .. t m“For us, gentlemen, who sigh over this stellation .from sailing out of the harbour. tion is not great. By this improvement one in a coach and four.
be organized on the European system, and
A.
I
am
glad
to
meet
you
my
friend
;
l
‘
the regùlàrsto have red and green uniforms. grave in which the remains of our young He assured the editor that there was cer man can exercise as much power in weigh derstand that you are not friendly to the el?
friend repose, let us all swear, in parting tainly some mistake in the statement receiv ing an anchor, as three men can in the ordi
tion of J. Q. Adams to the Presidency.
with him, to burthen forever his murderer, ed, as he had not heard, while in Pensacola,
B. It is generally so understood sir;
The.age of chivalry is .revived at Paris- with the weight of our contempt, to exclude that any unsuccessful attempt had been made nary mode of working a windlass, and with
Hon. MA
An establishment for tilting has been opened him forèver from the bosom of our society, by the frigate to sail out of the harbour, and nearly the same (if not quite as great) expe really it is a matter I would not talk
Dr- MOS
at the Boulevard St. Denis, which is the ren j and to abandon him without pity to the tor- he fully believes that if any such circum- dition; and two men with the improved ap of, so recent is my change, that 1 have no paratus can weigh an anchor in less time catechism made up.
dezvous cf all the Parisian bell.es and dandies/!f rnents of remors.c—I swear it 1”
• »forM ISA
I stances had occurred he would have heard than four can at the windlass,.—Salem Gaz.
A. Be assured I am your friend, havn$ •

■chinas E0pLE.

W Which

¿it event byS?1“!«’
ffccted-ifbehrv^ifhtluse
hefe>M
•ose,or bnerr Was
>
supported and ° !lls^
»'ysiandertj8 *.« i
' f then, the e\p\tS'at1^
famine, and
ct0rsW
individual wh

rnexULegsiai^

has been'' J?m“fc«r
vited States bvm"’
»sed to those ch ’’*!
wstituents
ti5
sSsR

cter^C!raMla'4-

“e deceptive policy pirsul.
ild be stated> thatin^
jetton these men have J
,
abandon their former '
to fall in with the pop«J
r own selfish purposes were ‘
again t° the ranhofd
When General ChaJ
, the junto pledged tied
■’•nfavorofMr.Adamsfei
io sooner was his seat in (lie
ban the contrary appeared,
as of the gentleman himseifi
witness an attempt of the'
ffiect a re-election of Ml
r success has given confiy, and they appear to have
t people possess a redeemingdnessto exercise it—That .
ill in heart opposed to the |
stration, there can be bffl I
here is less doubt that Mark 1
Swett, and Isaac Emery, [
ut in nomination, a&candiite in York County, p» |
to aid him inthenextLeg- |
rise were none but Cm j
Is there no man in alhi f
wns, but Mr. Dennett, r I
t Mr. Emery, or in the ta I
'. S,wett, who are capableot '
duties^^nators Hi Mr; .
junto are really vvhattej [
endly to Mr; Adams, why ;
hose, and those only, w r
s election ?
all this, there are othem* I
ien ought not to receivete ;
iple—It is not yet forgotten. |
was an active membefoft^ '
J Convention,whichwasfot
>s purpose of elevatingthe f
Alien to the Presidency- £
ie party to which these o [
n to the State printing !
In recurring to former. ?
set, it will'be seen that thj k
.ave voted in a body, to
tor of the Argus, at a
a year, more than what
could be procuredfor i
d although it maybqsaj
lates ought not to betaxii
icir party, yet on exanw ’
r that the Crawford party, I;
y acted in concert on that |,
people can butbeivet»
Swett, and EmeryJ® |
tQld they be chosenr-W .
>w that in the last Lff I
tse, Chase, Strout, Wj it
Ricker, and Bragdon,® ;
•esent from York (M p
’continuing the State M I
• while the measure J

kome time had my eye hpqn.you hs a deserv-1
fng ambitious young man ;' therefore you
gieed not fear making known to me your vieTvs I
and wishes ; would you not be pleased to be
Uid to Gov. Parris, bye and bye Senator, then SATtTRPAY, AVSVST19,1826.
iMaio.r General ?
’ •
B. Why I must confess sir, that your ¿UgWe again, though with great reluctance,
kestion is new to me and deserves considera for a few moments obtrude ourselves on the
tion; let me see - ---- I must reply to your
[enquiry in the .language of another great man patience of our readers, merely to acknowl
ion another occasion ; distinction is not to be. edge the receipt of the last number of Jemmy
courted or refused” and if Governor, County, Dickman’s very interesting paper, by a pe
[Militia, require my services, it is but fair to rusal of which we have been much edified,
;presume, they are not exactly at my comand from the many master strokes olwit and
hiiand.
A. I am heartily pleased to see, that you sound erudition therein contained, are of ofare not captious in your political notions ; I pinion that nothing short of the “ sapient”
can condole with you for the little mortifica powers of Mr. Maffitt or his “ friend” could
tion you may experience in consequence of
lany views you have maintained differing from have produced such luminous editorial re
yi’.ur present ones. I have proposed three marks—We.have long since learned to con
situations to you, and if you can arrive at sider the publisher a man “ to whom but
[ them by three changes, your loss of political little was given, and of whom but little should
honesty is gain in hand.
B. I have myself thought that this invinci- be required”—But avast! we mustbe'cautious
[ ble perseverance in principle, was deroga how we say any thing to nettle the feelings
tory to great minds; extremely vulgar; such of omvpowerful adversary, least in his efforts
minds are progressive, not satisfied with sin[ gle principles ; panting after improvement, to show how “ monstrously” he can expand
[ and I can upon no other rule account for, or his ideas, he should, like the Frog in the Fa
[ justify the changes you have experienced.
ble, swell to bursting. Yet we cannot but no
I“ A. You are right sir, this doctrine comports tice that our observations relative to Mr.
¡.with the . science of the mind; for instance
[ how absurd and mean is the task to be tram- Maffitt and his companion have operated most
: smelled down to the scurrilous opinions of ones powerfully—having roused into action a host
i mob-like constituents. It is too plain a Re- of learned writers, from Counsellors down to
■’publican axiom, that sovereignty is in the petty commission shopkeepers, as brother and
people ; as proof of my position, you perceive
[khat: mind governs matter ; mind is in the brother-in-law, as “ Kennebunk” and “ As
What”—Poor icllows we pity you, as you
> few, matter in the many.
B. S'our conclusions are »rresistible ; but evidently writhe tn great agony while dis
| how shall I trim my sails in my new destina charging such filth from your overcharged
tion ; for the popular breeze s'ets toward Mr.
stomachs.
Adams.
We perceive, and with pleasure, that Mr.
A. You must put on the hypocritical garb
of candor, affecting to be of no party' aftd Dickman denies that Israel W. Bourne was
deeming all the candidates “ honorable men,” the author of the publication with which we
Adams “ an honorable man,” but look ydu,
see the aperture through which passed the charged him in our last, (we wish the asser
dagger of Brutus ; in this way alone can we tion had come from a better source)—It was
cheat the people of their candidates, and if painful to our feelings to think that any per
we succeed, why we will laugh to scorn the son claiming the epithet of gentleman, should
gulls we have entraped—There is no difficul
ty in this thing; I have.accomplished it more so far descend from that dignified title as to
than once myself, and if that obtrusive vil- be the .author of a publication which would
| lain conscience ever said budge not, why do disgrace the talents of the vilest vagabond
vou see I just silenced him by acontemptu- that crawls on earth. If Mr. B. is innocent
. pus neglect, .vhile I called modest interest to
my heart, who has so far counseled me clear it is to be regretted that he ever gave us reaof'the---son by his observations to consider him guilty.
B. If the glory in prospect can be partici —We believe we may safely exonerate the
pated by a sacrifice no greater than this, I
publisher, as we consider him incapable
am v^ur man through flood through wild.
ofwriting, even such billingsgate rant as he
PARSONSFIELD.
admits under the editorial head of his paper,
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
much less a decent paragraph---- he has,
however, a Reverend friend at hand—But
Mr. Remich—It is thought by many that
a change of Register of Deeds in this County whoever the author, or authors of any of these
would be productive of much good to its in publications alluding to us, may be, we leave
habitants ; I would therefore beg leave them to walloyr in their own filth, as it falls
through the medium of your paper to name far short of us.
Maj. TIMOTHY FROST, of Kennebunk,
We will not however trespass on the good
as a suitable person to fill that, office, he being feelings of our patrons, by any further notice
a man of correct habits, of an accommodating
disposition, and a gentleman in every respect of Mr. Dickman’s paper, or the matter
well qualified for the business, having in his contained in it—and will barely give it as our
early life spent much of his time in a Regis opinion, that such an editor and such writers
ter’s Office, which renders him perfectly con as have for the two last weeks occupied the
versant with all the duties devolving on a
Register of Deeds—I shall therefore give my columns of that paper, do but little honor to
vote for Mr. Frost, as will a large proportion« the fine feelings and literary taste of its pat
ff the inhabitants of
ELIOT.
rons.
Here we leave you Mr Dickman, full of
For ^Kennebunk Gazette.
“ contrition,” acknowledging ourselves van
Mr. Remich—As it appears to be the wish, quished, and heartily ashamed that we ever
of a large proportion of the inhabitants of our had the hardihood or presumption to enter
town, that there should be a change of Reg the field of contention with such a Goliah in
ister of Deeds in this County, I .would name knowledge and ¡erudition as what wck have
as a suitable candidate
found you—“ Alas, poor Yorick /”
JOSHUA ROBERTS, Esq.
of South-Berwick ; a man whose general in
formation, regular habits, and uncommon in
dustry in business, render him a suitable
person to attend to the duties of such an office
—I am therefore df opinion that a.more suit
able candidate cannot be elected.
BERWICK.

For the Kennebunk Gazette.
As there seems to be no disposition with
the people of this county to support the pres
ent incumbent for the qffice of Register of
Deeds, and as the enquiry has frequent
ly been made who is to be candidate for that
office, I would suggest that the public opin
ion seems to be generally in favor of JOSH
UA ROBERTS, Esq. of South-Berwick.—
Mr. Roberts is well known in the County of
York as a gentleman of unimpeachable integ
rity, rind one who is in every respect well
qualified for the office. Of the character of
the present Register it is unnecessary to say
any thing to the people of this County.
LEBANON.

It will be seen by this day ?s paper, that two
personshave been named as suitable candi
dates for Register of Deeds—from our knowl
edge of the abilities and industrious habits of
these gentlemen, we doubt not but either of
them would perform the 'duties of the office
in a manner perfectly satisfactory to the in
habitants of this county—You have their
names before you—and many of you are ac
quainted with their talents and correct hab
its in life—choose whom thou wilt.

PER Y LA TE FROM ENGLAND, j
By the Boston Line Ship Emerald, Cap- j
tain Howes, in 23 day's from Liverpool, pa
pers to July 21, were received, London to Ju
ly 18.
Business grows worse at Manchester—few
sales and prices falling.
SHIP
HSWS
Np improvement at Glasgow.
Disturbances had occurred at Manchester
and Middleton.
The movements of troops indicate fears'- as
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 19
to the Manufacturing Districts.
Much distress is expected by the poor in
memoranda.
England the ensuing winter for want of emSaco, Aug. 8 — Ar. brig Mechanick, Spring,
piojp
Portland; 9th, sloop Charles, Gillpatrick
The drought in England had been super Portsmouth; 10th, sloop George, Milliken,
seded by fine rains.
Newburyport.
\
The Liverpool paper of July 15 says “ there
Portsmouth, Aug. 9.-iAr.’sch. Harriet,
has been another dull week in Cotton, and
prices have farther declined jd. Sales 7000 Flanders, from Alexandria; 10th, sell. Lyd
ia, New, from St. John, N. B.; 13th, sch. Eli
bags—imports 15000.”
za-Ann, Nickerson, New-Yoi^k.
French goods are now imported into Eng
Boston, Aug. 13.—Ar. Brig Mexico, Fairland on the low duties.
Stocks at London, July 18—Threes, from field, of Kennebunk, 45 days from Livernool;
14th, brig Leonidas, Ward, of Kennebunk,
76^ to 77^.
49 days from Liverpool; 15th, brig Florida,
Stocks at Paris July 15—Fives 99 40.
The revenue of G. Britain in the year end Bourne, of Kennebunk, 47 days from Liver
cleared, 16th, Brig Eliza, Bunker,
ing July 5, 1825, was £49,626,194—In 1826, pool
447,391,726.—In the last quarter, 1825, 12,- Saco.
493,522.—In 1826, 12,000,227.
Their Sterling Banks has suspended pay _ Cleared, at New-Orleans, July 8, brig Mis
sionary, Lord, of this port, for Havre.
ments.
Ar. at Richmond, 9th, ship Gen. Pike,
So far as the returns of Members of the
new Parliament have been made, the com Cole, of this port, from Havre.
Cleared, at Charleston, 2d, brig Maine,
mercial and manufacturing interests are like
ly to gain the ascendancy over the agricul Bugnon, Boston.
Cleared, at Baltimore, 3d inst. brig Fame,
tural interests.
‘ Sunday Times.
Mr. Southey has declined the seat of Par Foss, of and for this port.
At City Point, 2d inst. ship Eagle, Nowejl,
liament.
A paper says the Cath^-Uigaase has rath of this port, for Liverpool, soon.
Sailed, from the Balizé, 14th ult. brigs
er gamed than lost in the
w Parliament.
Another expedition is fitting in the hope of Missionary, Lord, of this port, for Havre ;
Orestes, Nason, of do. for Providence.
reaching the North Pole.
Ar. at Richmond, 4th inst. brig Maine,
The Liverpool and Manchester Rail Way
has been commenced.
J Townson, Kennebunk.
Phe Duke of Saxe Weimar has arrived
Ar. at Liverpool, July 1, ship Mordecai,
in England.
Mr. Price, of N. York, has taken the lease Libbey, of Saco, from Charleston.
The brig Watchman, Nason, for this port,
of Drury-lane Theatre.
The wife of the late Lord Erskine is an ob sailed from St. Ubes, 9th ult.
At Liverpool, June 28, brig Ulysses, Burn
ject of Charity in London.
There has been an insurrection of the Jan ham, of this port, for Richmond, next day.
The ship Mordecai, Libbey, of Saco, sailed
issaries at Constantinople—but was suppress
from Liverpool, for Charleston, 20th ult.
ed by force with great slaughter.
At Mobile, 10th ult. brig Advance, Emery,
There has been a great fi re at Crbnstadt.
of Boston, for New-York, in 2 days.
——
Bost, Pal.
No
Americans at St. Ann’s Bay, Jam. July
„
LONDON, JULY 12.
1 here hardly ever was a period when so 23—None at St. Johns, P. R. Aug 1.
At Bremen, 15th June, ship Sarah Thorn
many robberies were committed in shops
and houses as at this time. The London ton, Storer, of Saco, for New-York, in 10
prisons are represented to overflow with days.
criminals; and there are several streets and
VESSELS SPOKEN.
squares where at least every tenth house has
Aug. 11, Cape Cod bearing W. S. W. 10
been plundered, in some way or other, with
lea.
distant,
brig
Carroll, Piper, 24 hours from
in the last twelvemonth..
Kennebunk.
July 26, lat. 35, Ion. 72, 20, Reward, of
.
LIVERPOOL, JULY 21.
Kennebunk, 3 days from Norfolk for St. Vin
1 he conditions and prospects of the mer cents.
■
cantile and manufacturing classes have sel
dom been so gloomy and unpromising as at
PROSATE IfOTSÖESi
present;—with one solitarv exception, all
appears to be stagnation arid despondency.
At
a
Court
of Probate held at York, within
In this condition of things, Sir James Gra
and for the County of York, on the eighth
ham, of Netherby, a gentleman of great re
day of August, in the year of our Lord
spectability and talent, has put forth a
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
pamphlet, recommending a direct tax upon
EREMIAH PAUL, Guardian of Rufus
the funds; a project which, although it may
Nowell, of York, in said County, a per
ere become inevitable, can never be resorted
son non compos mentis, having presented
to without a dereliction of national faith and
petition for license to sell so much of the real
the principles of justice.
Bos. Pall.
estate of said Rufus as will raise the sum of
forty-two dollars and seventy-eight cents,
Late accounts from India, published in the with incidental charges, for the support and
London Morning Cli^nic-'P
fhat M the.
of said Rufus.
government Bank of Calcutta, in conscience ' ’ ORDERED, that the said Guardian 'give
ot the
r.. been
Tn,1 to afford „.x- _ x_ -11
’___
• .
,
> .
of
the assistance
assistance if
it 11
liau
been nhi;.
obliged
notice to all persons
interested,
by causing
to government has suspended its payments, a copy of this order to' be published three
and the army was seven months in arrears weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
of pay.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
fred, in said County, on the first Tuesday of
HAYTI.
September
next, at ten of the clock in the
The National Intelligencer of the 10th inst.
in a supplement, has published the French forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
Ordinance, Law and Decree respecting why the said license should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Claimants for property at St. Domingo—and
Copy—Attest,
the forms of proceeding.
GEO. THACKER, Reg’r.
Aug. 19.

J

T^TO TICE is hereby given to the heirs of
LI the estate of AMOS NASON, late of
South-Berwick, in-the Comity of York, de
ceased, and all others concerned—That Bet
sey Nasori has presented to foe'the subscri
ber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within
and for said county, an instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said. Ames
Nason, and that the first Tuesday df Septem*
her next, is assigned to take the Probate?
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held
at Alfred, in said County, when and where
they may he present and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not Be prov
ed, approved and allowed as the last will and
testament of said deceased/
■ -v
Given under my hand at York, this eighth
day of August, in tncydar of our Lord eigh
teen hundred and twenty-six.
’’
. ■
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
. «4z<£r.l2.

Commissioners’ Notice.
E the subscribers having been rippolnted by the Hon. Jonas Clark, -Judg£
of Probate, Commission era to receive ¡indexamine the claims of creditors to the estate qf-

W

.10UN FIDLER,
late of Kennebunk, in the County of York,
Sailmaker, represented Insolvent, do hereby
give notice that six months are-allowed to
said creditors to bring in and prove- their
claims, and that we shall attend that service
at the Bank in Kennebunk-Port, in said
County, on the last Wednesdays in Septeuiber, November, January and February-, fromone to four o’clpck in the afternoon of ¿aid
days.
‘
■
HEN’RY CLARK,
7 CommisTHOMAS W. SHANNON, ] sioners..
Aug. 14,1826.

HE non-resident proprietors of Land in
the town of Shapleigh, in the County
of York, and State of Maine, are hereby no
tified that the following parcels of land are
taxed in the bills committed to me to collect
by the Assessors of said Shapleigh, for the
year 1824, in the following sums viz.

T

S’

Supposed owner,
William Pike,
of Waterboro’

• 1$ C. CtS.

■

’

- ,8 34 28 '
2

Clement Russell, 25aof Waterboro’, cres c&
o3334 98’F
And unless said taxes are paid to me with
intervening charges, on ce before Saturday
the sixteenth day of September next, at two
of the clock in the afternoon, so much of said
Land will then be sold at Public Vendue, at/
the store of Maj. Aaron Hubbard, in said
Shapleigh, as will satisfy the same.
LUTHER GODING, Collector.
Shapleigh, Aug. 7, 1826.

JVWwe.

HIS is to forbid all persons harboring of
trusting Nathaniel Perkins or his
wife, two paupers in the town of Shapleigh,
upon any account, as I shall pay no char<
gesarising
from them. .
a
WILLIAM GOODWIN.«
Shapleigh, Aug. 2, 1826.

T

For Sale—Cheap.
SECOND HAND BELLOWS TOr
CMAXSE,—Enquire of the Printer/
Kennebunk, Aug. 19, 1826.

A

Particular Notice.

O obviate the disagreeable necessity of
resorting to the usual form of sending
dunning letters, the subscriber hereby gives
notice that his demands of more than otfe
years standing must be paid forthwith, or our
Lawyers will be accommodated with many
demands of his, which have been standing
from 1 to 7 years.
J. LILLIE;
Arlg. 19.
Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
eighteenth dazj of July, in the year of our
STATE OF MAINE. *
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
In Senate, Feb. 22, 182'6. '
.
HEREAS a certain instrument pur
HE following Bill, entitled “ An addì'-«
porting to be the last will arid testa
tional Act regulating the Herring Fish
ment of Reuben Downs, late of Lyman, inery,” having been read twice, and the House
said County, Yeoman, deceased, has this day concurring, was referred to the next Legis
been presented for Probate, and Love Downs,
and ordered to be published in the*
the person named Executor therein, has de lature,
several newspapers, which publish the laws
clined taking upon himself that trust; and of the State, three weeks successively, the
whereas Hannah Downp, the widow of said last publication to be ninety days previous to
deceased, has requested that administration of the first Wednesday of January next.
the estate of said deceased, with his will an
Attest :
NATH’L LÖW, Clerk.
nexed, may be granted to her.
ORDERED, that the said Hannah Downs
give notice to all persons interested, by caus In the year of our Lord eighteen hundred
' and twenty-six.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga An Additional Act regulating the Herring
Fishery.
*
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Be it enacted by the Senate and HouSe of
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
fred, in said County, on the first Tuesday of Representatives in Legislature assembled,
September next, at ten of the clock in the That the first, 2d, 3d and sixth sections of
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, An Act to regulate the Herring -Fishery—why the said instrument should not be prov passed March nineteenth, eighteen hundred
ed, approved and allowed, and why adminis- and twenty-one—and an Act additional tQ the
tjation of the estate of said deceased, witfi his same Act passed February twelfth, eighteen
will annexed, should not be granted to the hundred and twenty-four, be, and the same
hereby are repealed.
said Hannah.
Aug. 19.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Copy—Atte st,
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Aug. 19.

W

T

T

MARRIED—In Boston, by Rev. Mr. Bal
lou, Mr. Adams Henderson, of Newburyport,
From the Saco Palladium.
to Miss Mary-Ann Woodman, of Eliot, Me.
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
In Limington, Mr. William Chick, to Miss
In removing a house in Buxton on Thurs Eliza
Libby.—By Isaac Mitchell, Esq. Mr.
day last, Mr. Isaac Lord, a very respectable
Nason, to Miss Mary Wentworth.
and worthy citizen, was caught by one of the Nathan
At Waldoborough, Me. Rev. John Wil
rollers by the foot and his whole leg and liam
Sturman, to Miss Mary Kaier.
thiglrseverely injured, (the bones being frac
In Windsor, (Vt.)Mr.P. Charles Nolcini,
turedin four different places, and the flesh
Miss Mary Ann Murray, both of Portland,
much bruised and torn.) The assistance of to
(Me.)
Dr. Bacon of Buxton, Dr. Sweat of Hollis, IgMI'UWfflr—HWWMIWMI^IMI ,1
and Dr. Greene of Saco, was immediately
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
OBITUARY.
summoned, and procured.
From various considerations, a-mputation
Mr. Remich—It appears to be generally
conceded that it is high time the present Reg of the limb was not deemed expedient at the
ister of Deeds was removed—-Many of the moment, but a consultation was agreed upon
electors of this County have named TIMO- on Saturday morning, each anticipating the
he commencement. »
1HY FROST, Esq. ®f Kennebunk, as a necessity of the removal of the injured limb
re has been
candidate for the office-—He is a gen at that time. On Saturday morning the un
tleman of fair character and well fitted for dersigned assembled between the hours of
its duties, and will receive a general support eight an<| nine and unanimously concurred
that amputation of the limb offered th< only
iu this part of the County.
chance to our patient for his life.
DIED—In Alfred, on the 3d inst. Mr.
KITTERY.
’’000 of the public m(H
It was accordingly performed, between James Huff, aged 40years; on the 4th,
ten and eleven o’clock A. M.—No unusual William Parsons, Esq. aged 83 years.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
circumstance occurred, during its performIn this town, 12th instant, Miss Lydia
STATE NOMINATION.
and for the County of York, on the eighth
[ ance ; no unusual hemorrhage, pain, or any Baker, after a lingering illness of nearly
»"S
day of August, in the year of our Lord
thing to excite alarm, until after the removal three months, which she bore with Christian
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
FOR GOVERNOR.
! of the limb, when our patient became faint, fortitude.
ARY HEARD, Administratrix of the
slightly convulsive, and—-died We used ev
In Limington; Miss Mehitable Davis, only
Hon. ENOCH LINCOLN.
estate of Tristram Heard; late of
ery effort in our power to resuscitate him, daughter of Dea. Ezra Davis, aged 24.
Berwick, deceased, having presented
but our efforts were vain, the spirit had taken
In Parsonsfield, Miss Sally Leavitt
account of administration of the estate of
its flight, and left us only its earthly taberna
In New-York, George Lamson, Esq. form first
1
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
said deceased for allowance.
cle.
be again dupe b®
erly of Exeter, N. H.
ORDERED, That the said Mary Heard
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, of Berwick.
We confess pur surprise & disappointment
At London, John Farqubar, aged 23—own
notice to all persons interested, by
»sass
Hon. GEORGE SCAMMAN, of Saco. was great* each had hoped a favourable re er of Fonthill Abby.—He left property ex give
causing a copy of this order to be published
sult, and each was equally disappointed—we ceeding of seven Million«» of dollars.
Hon. NATHAN ELDEN, of Buxton. do
not offer an explanation of this unexpect
At Augusta, Me. Joseph Pope, Esq aged three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ed appalling sequel; suffice it to sav, we ex 72 years. He was distinguished as the in Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
erted the best of our judgment, and the great- ventor of the celebrated Orrery, belonging may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
i
est
accuracy of our skill, and that our best to [he philosophical apparatus of Harvard Alfred, in said County, on the first Tuesday
HENRY SMITH.
of September next, at ten of the clock in the
efforts were inefficient; and we submit our University. ‘
r,aTS,
Ksnnmvsx G13’
j
selves to the event, with the acknowledge
In Biddeford, 14th inst. suddenly Stephen forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ment of the impotence of human means, when Perkins, aged about 60 years.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
■SS=-£’ I
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
the decrees of Providence controvert.
Copy—Attest,
MOM. WIIiXiXAM BURZiBIGH. (Copy.)
David Bacon.
Steam Doctors. Died in Salina, on Mon
GEO. THAÇHER, Reg’r.
Wm. Sweat.
ssgi
day evening, July 24th, a young man by the
Aug. 12.
Henry B. C. Greene.
name of Mitchell, whose death js said to
Opposition TicketGeorge Packard.
have originated from the ignorance a*id prey
Hjdrace Bacon.
sumption of one of those noted animals called
Hon. MARK DENNETT, of Kitten.
Steam Doctors, who infest the country, and
Dr. MOSES SWETT, of Parsonsfield. The Directors of the Portsmouth Bridge, impose upon the credulous by pretensions to /Ik F a superior quOy for sale by
change,
1
have
reduced the toll on each hpyse and medical science, which they do not possess. VJ
?
B. PÆÇMEÏU.
Ob!. IS-AAC EMERY, of Biddeford.- chuise, from* 20 to 12 j cents.
Syracuse (Y.) Gazette^
- July
' "r

M

¿Sperm Oil,

Stuttering and

STAMMERING, f
THE subscriber would inform the inhab»
itants of Kennebunk and its 'ujfc’mity^
that he will attend for the purpose of cor
recting STUTTERING and STAMMER
ING, on Mondays and Fridays at the. house
her
of Willirim Safford, at two o’clock P. M.—
Those persons who wish to avail themselves
of this opportunity of being freed from suqli
impediments in speaking, will do well to
as above.
EBENEZER SAFFORD.
Kennebunk, Aug. 18, 1826?v

ILL commence his next Quarter on
Monday,. Àugust 21st.
He hopes by his indefatigable exertions to
promote the interest of his pupils, to meiiL .
the approbation of his patrons.
Terms as usual. Scholars more than S
years of age $3,50, less, $3,00

W

Daniel WUse & Co.
haul: for sale,
Oihià BUSHELS first quality'
YELLOW CORN.

son engaged, to pay woman’s debts; that e- To the Honorable Justices of the 'Court of
conomy means pusillanimity ; that a coach
Common Pleas begun and holden at York,
man is an accomplished nobleman ; and that
within and for the County of York, on the
OTICE is hereby given, that agreeable
s given fb' all that are indebtedka
any person talking about decency is a bore.
last Tuesday of May, A. D. 1826.
nebunk Toll Bridge for the H
to the annexed copy of an Act passed
1 believe that there is not a cleverer or
ESPECTFULLY represents MOSES
at the last session of Congress, extending theThey are requested to make payfoSAl
prettier fellow in the town than myself ; and
BURN HAM of Waterborough, in said
time allowed for the redemption of land sold first
that as far as regards the women,'I am alto
next;, an
all inose
those un«AtH
uL
County, Yeoman, that he is seized in fee and
ui.il. of August iicAi
J
.
- with an AtU®«*
that time will 1be -left
gether irresistible.
as tenant in common with persons to your pe for Direct Takes, and purchased on behalf C
qfthe
United
States,
under
the
several
Acts,
titioner unknown of and in a certain tract of
Kennebunk-port, July
land situated in said Waterborough, contain passed, the 2d day of August, 1813, the 9th
ing four hundred acres more or less, being day of January, 1815, and the 5th day of
March,
1816,
for
laying
and
collecting
a
Di

part of lot number twenty, and known by the
name of John Wheelwright’s land, excepting rect Tax within the United States; for the
QW
&STAVB
from said tract a certain parcel thereof, con term of two years from the end of the
AT PUBLIC AUCTION. taining seventy-five acres more or less, (of last Session of Congress, which adjourn JUST RECJUK£D & jf01i Sjl.
From the Tree Press.
ILL be sold at which said Burnham is sole seized) and ed the 22d May, 1826, that all property
jaME
Public Auction, bounded as follows, viz. beginning at the pond sold agreeable to and by virtue of said Direct
I. jefferd
THE VOICE OF TIME.
in Portland, at theat
Hoa white maple spotted on four sides, being Taxes and purchased on behalf of the United
!or?os
ITE
I.
1 ft ft BLS.S.F.
flour
wi|1 be sold
low’h"1
tel of C. C. Mitchell, the corner of Thomas Hanson’s land, thence States, may be redeemed agreeable to said J.W
MORTALS ! ye that toil for glory,
act
by
applying
to
the
subscriber
in
South
without reserve, on South forty-five degrees East one hundred
Worldly wealth, and fickle fame,
u bl
the twentieth day of and ninety-two rods to a spruice stub and a Berwick, previous to the expiration of the lots to suit purchasers.
Listen to my warning story,
Kennebunk-Port, July 21,1826
red oak spotted on four sides, thence North time allowed therefor.
September
next,
at
eleven
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
a
Let my tale attention claim :—
JOSIAH W. SEAVER.
township of land originally granted to the forty-five degrees East sixty-two and a half
' JiOSI T“E
I have seen the proudest humbled,
South Berwick, July 14th 1826.
rods
to
a maple spotted on four sides and
Agricultural
Society
of
Massachusetts
by
a
’Wo. I. SIWKl"
And their works of wealth and pride
Resolve of the General Court, bearing date marked J.L. and P. C. thence North fortyVISIT 1
To the dust in ruins crumbled,
March 1, 18Q5, and located .in September five degress West to the pond, thence by the AN ACT to extend the time allowed for the
Covered by Oblivion’s tide.
j
he
follow»?
redemption of lands sold for direct taxes in
1807, which said township was surveyed two pond to the. first mentiohed bounds. That
■Car,el'Sbi'
certain cases.
thirds into one hundred and sixty acre lots your petitioner’s share in said tract excepting
II.
^RUM-and- For Sale’^ the last of ps
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
and the remaining third into eighty acre, lots. as aforesaid, is one undivided moiety or half
Driven from his princely station,
Representatives of the United States of AIt
is
situated
six
miles
due
west
from
the
east

GRE&OUGH
& BOÖWEll 1!De to hand.
part
of
the
same,
and
that
he
is
desirous
of
I have seen the monarch fly,
mericain Congress assembled, That the time
erly
boundary
line
of
the
State
of
Maine,
and
holding
his
said
share
of
said
land
in
several

And the glory of his nation
July 14.
eighteen miles from the St. Johns River, and ty. Wherefore he prays, th at after due pro allowed for the redemption of lands which
igover the Aq
Prostrate and dishonored lie :
have been, or may be, sold, for the non-pay
about
eighty
miles
North
East
from
Bangor,
ceedings
had
partition
of
said
land
may
be
I have seen Oblivion hiding
and bounded on the East by half townships made, and his aforesaid share set off and as ment of taxes, under the several Acts passed
Many a high and mighty name,
Wheaton's Itch Ointment. Iflur excursic
on the second of August, one thousand eight
granted to Groton and Westford Academies, signed to him to hold the same in severalty.
And his hand of darkness gliding
hundred and thirteen, the ninth day of Janu
and on the North by a half township origin
MOSES BURNHAM,
37 1-2
O’er the rolls of ancient fame.
RreiAetao
ary, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen,
ally granted to Limerick Academy, and con
By N. Dane Appleton, 7zzs Attorney.
and
the
fifth
day
of
March,
one
thousand
HEATON’S noted ITCH 01ft
tains about twenty three thousand acres
in.
eight hundred and sixteen, for laying and col
of land more or’less. This township is. of
.
Wh-ich llas «««’theta
STATE OF MAINE.
Yes! that power heas darkly shaded
all otner
other ointment, the nri«
»¡„1 r’ Tc;apn
the very first quality, and offers superior York, ss.... At thu Court of Common Pleas lecting a direct tax, within the United States, against an
Many a son of honor high ;
which
has
been rednrcH
reduced A.«™
from 50PSb
Paris
■which
has
been
so
far
as
the
same
have
been
purchased
for,
inducements to settlers, of which a good 'War
begun and holdi^n at York, within and for
Name and fame alike have faded
cents.
or
on
behalf
of
the
United
States,
be
revived,
rantee deed or deeds will be made. Te -. the County of York, on the last Tuesday of
¡¡e idea of wsl1
. From the tale of years gone by,
and be extended for the further term of two
liberal and made known at the sale
r | May, A. 1). 1826.
...ALSO...
It - when som
Cease, then, mortals ! cease your toiling
years, from and after the expiration of the
further particulars apply th FESSEN L
!
1
the
Petition
the
Court
order
similar excu
For a vain distinction here—
Dr.
DavenporVs
Billions
H
present
Session
of
Congress
:
Provided,
also,
(k DEBLQIS, at their office Court-st
I
that the Petitioner notify aH persons
I with reckless hand am spoiling
Portland, where the plan and field b o. IS interested therein, to appear at the next term That, on such redemption, interest shall be
For
the
time
these
Pills
have
been
ng
a hope that
All the trophies which you rear.
ready for examination.
of this Court to be holden at Alfred, within paid at the rate of twenty per centum [per to the public, the sale of them has exceJ j^to Italy. annum]
on
the
taxes
aforesaid,
and
on
the
ad

July
20,
1826.
the
most
sanguine
expectations
of
the
Y
ts.
¡ion removed <
and for the County of York, on the third
IV.
Tuesday of October next, by causing an at ditions of twenty per centum chargeable prietor, which may be fairly considered iccepted.
Look beyond this narrow mansion,
thereon
;
and
the
right
of
redemption
shall
acknowledgement of their many virtues > FOn the morn
tested copy of the said Petition and this order
Bounded by the silent tomb,
They are very justly esteemed foi% lok.the Dil^
thereon, to be published in the Kennebunk enure as well to the heirs and assignees of the
f To the.bright and fair expansion
land
so
purchased
on
behalf
of
the
United
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in J within about tv
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk,¿three weeks
Of a' world of endless bloom !
States,
as
to
the
original
owners
thereof.
cases where one is necessary—Theyaret huaiedjort
successively, the last publication to be thirty
See immortal beauties glowing
WS.
safe, and sovereign remedy in all bilij L from Pans
JOHN W. TAYLOR,
days at least before the said third Tue’sday
Far beyond the reach of time,
O
OFFERS FOR SALE,
Speaker
of
the
House
of
Representatives
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowek We reached
of
October;
that
they
may
then
and
there
And eternity bestowing
1 Elegant SECRETARY and BOOK shew cause, if any t.^ey have, why the prayer
J. C. CALHOUN,
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, wormi ¡nthe evening J
Endless joys,—immortal prime !
CASE, with glass doors;
Vice President of the United States and Pres and billions cholic—they are likewise an an" bht
' 'be madt
of said Petition should not be granted.
1 Mahogany BUREAU ;
ident
of
the
Senate.
tidote against infectious diseases, renwvi» L
[Haverhill, 6th of 7 mo. 1826.
La Fayette, 0
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
1 Latest fashion Mahogany High Post A true Copy of said Petition and the order of Approved, 16th May, 1826.
obstructions of every kind by dissolving J Convenience,
BEDSTEAD;
JOHN' QUINCY ADAMS.
discharging the morbid matter, helping di.
a carri
thereon»
From the ‘.-onnccticut Courant.
1 Elegant Mahogany Hanging BOOK Court
gestion, reston
restoring a lost appetite—a surere- Grange. On 1
Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
CASE, with glass doors; vvnich will
habits.
They
are
so
acco®.
|
en
erai
gave 1
lief
for
costive
...........
THE QU) ’MAN.
be sold at great bargains.
modated to all seasons and hours, that t!ii Rented us to. h
W H\ gaze ye on my hoary hair,
Ladies’ Morocco Walking, Strapped and
maybe taken in summer or winter, at ao family, conuisl
Ye children, young and gay ?
Slipper SHOES ; Kid Strapped do.; Color
HIS inveterate disease which has so long time of the day, without regard to diet ct ailuvllk
..~ o
-and twelve
gra
Your locks, beneath the blast of care,
ed and Black Satin, with and without heels ;
baffled
the
art
of
the
most
experienced
hindrance
of business. Their operation is» and accotopfsl
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
Will bleach as white as they.
Women’s leather Shoes, with and without
Physicians,
has
at
length
found
a
sovereign
gentle
and
effectual,
that
by
experience
they
'
together w’itU 41
either by note or account, are request
heels-«-warranted of the first quality.
remedy in
are found to excel any other physic hereto in all a circle 0
ed
to
call
and
make
payment.
Those
who
I had a mother once, like you,
July 22.
fore offered to the public.
Simplicity, P°J
have accounts open, and cannot at this time
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE
Who o’er my pillow hung,
The genuine are covered with a checi lers, genuine li
pay them are requested to call and settle
Kiss’d from my cheek the briney dew,
plate,
with
the
design
of
the
Good
Samari

d hospitality,
the same without delay.
And taught my faultering tongue.
tan, and the agents name thereon,
from the pap
GEORGE HOBBS.
FEW
CUTANEOUS
diseases
are
met
roungest
of bh
—ALSO—
Berwick, August 15, 1826.
She when the nightly couch was spread
with more reluctance by the Physician, and
the Ameri
Would bow my infant knee,
S many persons have been in the habit
none in which he is so universally unsuccess
Wheatoris Jaundice Bitters^ ¡ty in the land
And place her hand upon my head,
of entering the premises of the sub
ful.
And kneeling, pray for me.
Davenports
Celebrated Eye Water,rt to call forth all
scriber, and taking therefrom CRANBER
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
their feelings,*
RIES much to his injury—He therefore for
rience and justly obtained an unparalelled ce
A fresh suply of the above is kept info home, & treati
But then there came a fearful day,—
bids all persons entering on said premises, br A LL persons indebted to the subscriber, lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs, nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Mot- feend or broth
1 sought my mother’s bed,
taking tlierefrom any Cranberries after this I-*■ either by note or account, which has gives a healthy action to the vessels of the rill—in Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by tit the visitant e
Tijl harsh hands bore me thence away,
notice, as every offender will be dealt with been due more than six months, are request skin, audits original colour and smoothness. Druggists in Portland and Boston, aridbj Satthe.prove
And told me she was dead.
agreeable to the law in such cases made and ed to make payment by the first of October
Numerous recommendations might be ob some persons in the principal towns fro# fecouipahiedv
provided for the punishment of trespassers. next, if they wish tosave£*awyers and Sher tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro Maine to Georgia»
I pluck’d a fair white Rose, and stole
|ng, "will
,’’u subje<
NOAH SHACKFORD.
To lay it by her side,
prietor chose that a fair trial should be
Oct. 1,1825.
eowly, Lhis account
iff’s fees.
Alfred,
July
22,1826.
And thought strange sleep enchain’d her
its only commentator. It has in three or four
|or his happin
WM. GlLLPATRICK.
*
soul,
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
[The evening
Aug. 5,1826.
By Authority of the State of Maim, Almost imperc
For no fond voice replied.
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
ery other remedy that could be devised.
krsation on a
That eve, I knelt me down in woe
It not only at once gives immediate relief in
&
OXTOM
R
t0 :our c
And said a lonely pray’r,
<S here given to those indebted t« the subSalt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com
glk, and seen
And yet my temples seem’d to glow
® scriber previous to the beginning of the IS offered, for a small POO
monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
Be United St;
BOOI&
As if that hand were there.
Ehopes, and wi;
year 1826, that all such demands remaining .1 and all its contents, lost by the subscri eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
^considers, bim
unsettled to the 1st of September next, will ber last week, with his name therein.
CLASS No. EIGHT.
O*There is nothing of a mercurial nature
Years fled—and left me childhood’s joy,
be put into the hands of an Attorney.
.the American
contained in it, and it may be used on in
BURLEIGH SMART.
Gay sports and pastimes dear,
Lfit precisely
fants and others under any circumstances
BURLEIGH SMART.
Kennebunk, Aug. 4,1826
I rose a wild and wayward boy
SCHEME.
whatever.
Kennebunk, June 16,1826.
peen there be
Who scorn’d the curb of fear.
^10,000 p great numb
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
1 prize
of
ing agents.
pfews arid otb
Fierce passions shook me like a reed,
IS $500(1
^5000
1 prize of
^corresponds i
David Griffith, Portland; Delano & Whit
Yet ere at night I slept,
Fiji HE copartnership heretofore existing
a of
3000
is
1000
3
Kt of the I
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
JL under the firm of
That soft hand made my bosom bleed,
Cl
Information, ]
Putnam & Blake, Saeo, and JAMES K.
IS
of
500
5
And down I fell and wept.
added t
11 of
KAir^S & WAtKEK, REMICH, Kennebunk.
is 1800 ¿tioD,
OR sale a superior
TOBTK,
200
9
.his observatic
*^*!Libieral discount to country dealers.
Youth came—the props of Virtue reej’d—
11 of
imported from Scotland ; said by the is this day by mutual consent dissolved ; all
is
380
1
stances connt
June, 1826.
’
eoply.
But oft at day’s decline,
Amateurs of musick to be an excellent toned persons having demands against said firm are
is 36M Retter acquai
100
36 Cl of
A marble touch my brow congeal’d-»instrument, recently put in good tune by Dr. requested to present them for adjustment,
^country,
thai
Blest mother!—was it thine ?—
is 1800
50
36 ll of
Bourne, which will be sold at a much lower and all indebted are requested to make im
Rents.—He 1
ll
price than instruments of this kind usually mediate payment.
is 4680 ^confederacy1
10
468
of
Ip foreign lands I travell’d wide,
sell for, having been purchased in Edinburgh
ERASTUS HAYES,
ll of
My pulse was bounding high,
is iW having been i
5
3780
at
a
very
reduced
price.
DANIEL WALKER.
Vice spread her meshes at my side,
E
the
subscribers,
having
been
ap

formed by ent individual
are
The
tickets
in
this
Lottery
Persons wishing to purchase would do
And pleasure lur’d my eye
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, the different ternary combinations that canw i| of the whole
well to call and examine it.
Judge of Probate, Commissioners to receive
made offorty two numbers, from 1 toih- [ In the com
^Inquire at the store of Maj. Barnabas
Yet still that hand, so .soft and cold,
verted to the
and
examine
the
claims
of
creditors
to
the
elusive. To decide the prizes, on thetas1¡■thefriends
Palmer.
Maintain’d its,mystic sway,
w
estate
of
of
drawing,
42
numbers,
from
1
to42inclH
Kennebunk,
June
17,
1826.
HE
subscriber
would
inform
his
friends
As when amid my curls of gold
cd, with no i
sive,
will
severally
be
deposited
in
a
whea,
r
RUTH
DOWNS.
With.gentle force it lay.
and the public that he continues to
"again. Man
transact business at the Stand formerly occu
 of Lyman, in the County of York, widow, and six drawn outThere will be 20tickets ‘ had escaped'
late
having
on
them
as
a
combination,
three
J
And with it breath’d a voice of care
pied by H. & W. and offers for sale
testate, do hereby give notice, ¡that six
ons reports <
As from the lowly sod,
months are allowed to said creditors, to bring the drawn numbers; 540 havingtwo,and^ i during the
but
one
of
the
drawn
numbers.
That
tiefc
54 My son-—my only one—beware ’
in and prove their claims, and that we shall having the 1st, 2d, and 3d drawn nuuM ; tour, he trav
R.A CASKS NEW THOMASTON
Nor sin against thy God.”
attend that service at the office of N. D. Ap
ifeen thous
be entitled to $10,000 ; that having ® had been gi
LIME,
pleton, in Alfred in said Countyon the, first will
Ye think perchance, that age hath stole
4th,
5th,
and
6th,
to
$5,000.
Those
ticket,
Just received and for sale CHEAP for
; paired, by tl
Saturday of August, last Saturday in Septem
My kindly warmth away,
CASH, by
ber, and fourth Saturday in December next having on them the 1st, 2d, and 4th—IM constant scei
And dimm’d the tablet, of the soul;
and
5th
—
1st,
2d,
and
6th,
each
Sh®'
IVOBY JOTFXBDS.
from two to six o’clock in the afternoon of Those having 1st, 8d, and 4th—1st, Jl he left home
Yet when with lordly sway,
tonic affei
said davs.
Kennebunk-Port, July 22.
PHlNEHAS RICKER
7 Commis- 5th—1st, 3d, and 6th—2d, 3d, and 4th-A pared; am
This brow the plummed helm display’d
3d, and 5th, each $500. That having ® happiness a>
NATHAN D. APPLETON. J signers
That guides the warrior throng;
1st, 4th and 6th, will be $380, Those * Mbut feel
June 24, 1826.
Or beauty’s thrilling fingers stray’d
ing the 1st, 4th, and 5th—1st, 5th, andttlr that our cou
&C. &C.
The manly locks among,
2d, -4th, and 5th—2d, 5th, and 6th-4 J ■ 'Strumental i
and 5th—3d, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and« I felicity of s
That hallow’d touch was ne’er forgot!
—2d, 3d, and 6th—2d, 4th, and;6th,» Mio merit a
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